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LEGISLATION NOTES

H.R. 4325 AND H. 614:

FEDERAL AND STATE ANSWERS
ECONOMIC CHILD ABUSE?

I.

To

INTRODUCTION

It is undisputed that parents have a duty to provide for at least
their children's minimal needs.' Within this same context, American
jurisprudence has long recognized the sanctity of the marital' and familial3 institutions, viewing them as desirable and sacred, even dictated
by society itself. In recent years, however, the cohesiveness of the traditional family unit has continually unraveled. Whether this breakdown
is attributable to society's increasing acceptance of illegitimacy and divorce is not clear; it is clear, however, that marriage is no longer the
revered institution it once was.
As illegitimacy and divorce reach epidemic proportions,4 child support orders have become commonplace. Such orders are, however, often
wholly or partially ignored,5 thereby forcing custodial parents to apply
in staggering numbers to Aid to Families with Dependent Children
1. See, e.g., OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3103.03 (Page 1980) (parental duty of support to
children).
2. According to Justice Tobriner of the California Supreme Court:
[T]he structure of society itself largely depends upon the institution of marriage, and nothing we have said in this opinion should be taken to derogate from that institution. The
joining of the man and woman in marriage is at once the most socially productive and
individually fulfilling relationship that one can enjoy in the course of a lifetime.
Marvin v. Marvin, 18 Cal. 3d 660, 684, 557 P.2d 106, 122, 134 Cal. Rptr. 815, 831 (1976).
3. As the late Chief Justice Davis of the Ohio Supreme Court once stated, courts recognize
the importance of marriage in relation to the family structure because:
[Tihe unity of husband and wife . . . is founded not merely on a community of goods, but
upon the recognized obligation of both to the family and to society. The unit of society is
not the individual but the family; and whatever tends to undermine the family, by the
irrepealable laws of nature will crumble and destroy the foundations of society and the
state.
State v. Phillips, 85 Ohio St. 317, 324, 97 N.E. 976, 977 (1912).
4. In 1983 alone, 1,179,000 divorces were granted in the United States, with 53,999 of them
occurring in the State of Ohio.

THE WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK OF FACTS-1985,

at 778-79

(H. Lane ed. 1984). Moreover, in 1982, 8.4 million women were living with a child under the age
of 21 whose father was not living in the same home. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T. OF
COMMERCE, SPECIAL STUDIES SER.
MONY: 1981 (ADVANCE REPORT) I

P-23, No. 124.

[ExCERPTS FROM] CHILD SUPPORT AND ALI-

(issued May, 1983) [hereinafter cited as CENSUS REPORT] (on
file with University of Dayton Law Review).
5. In 1981, of the four million women who were entitled to child support payments, only
47% received the full amount due. CENSUS REPORT, supra note 4, at 1.
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(AFDC) programs.6 Whether child support enforcement is viewed as a
7
social problem, a legal issue or a fiscal matter, it is, nonetheless, a
national disgrace.
In an effort to arrest this escalating problem, Congress enacted the
Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984,8 thereby amending,
9
once again, the Social Security Act of 1935. Under the 1984 amendments, states are required to adopt a number of enforcement procedures aimed at securing compliance with support orders. The Act pur10
ports to "strengthen" child support programs. However, because it
largely ignores the obligor" and is riddled with complications, the 1984
amendments may prove no more effective than have been past attempts
at rectifying the problem.
This note will first discuss the history leading up to the passage of
the 1984 amendments, placing particular emphasis upon previous legis2
lative enactments directed toward the child support problem. Second,
because the amendments' major revisions require states to adopt specific remedies that will allegedly enhance child support collections,
those remedies and their potential effectiveness will be discussed in
some detail.13 Third, potential constitutional questions raised by the
1984 amendments will be considered."' Finally, due to the amendments' sweeping reform of prior child support enforcement laws, states
may likewise be required to make sweeping revisions of their existing
enforcement programs; therefore, Ohio's current child support enforce-

6. In fiscal year 1982, for example, the AFDC caseload was 5,500,000. 129 CONG. REC.
H9978 (daily ed. Nov. 16, 1983) (statement of Rep. Biaggi).
7. A LEGISLATOR'S GUIDE TO CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT 9 (C. Royce ed. 1980). According to Ms. Royce, those attempting to deal with the problem of enforcing child support view
and characterize the problem in different ways. Id.
8. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305
(currently codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)).
9. Social Security Act of 1935, Pub. L. No. 74-271, 49 Stat. 620 (codified prior to 1984
amendments at 42 U.S.C. §§ 601-676 (1982)).
10. S. REP. No. 387, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 1, reprinted in 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD.
NEWS 2397, 2397 [hereinafter cited as SENATE REPORT]. For the precise ways in which the 1984
amendments purportedly will strengthen child support enforcement, see infra text accompanying
note 44.
II. The terms "obligor" and "obligee" are used throughout this legislation note. The "obligor" is the person owing the child support payments, while the "obligee" is the person entitled to
receive such payments.
Although the University of Dayton Law Review adheres to a gender-neutral policy, references in this legislation note are made to the obligee-female and the obligor-male. Due to this area
of law and the fact that a large majority of child support cases involve the above gender classifications, such references were unavoidable. Wherever possible, however, the authors have remained
consistent with the University of Dayton Law Review's gender-neutral policy.
12. See infra notes 16-40 and accompanying text.
13. See infra notes 41-127 and accompanying text.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
14. See infra notes 128-57 and accompanying text.
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ment program will be addressed, together with what the state must do
to achieve compliance with the new federal legislation.' 5
II. BACKGROUND

A.

Pre - 1975

The first federally-subsidized program passed in recognition of
needy children was the Social Security Act of 1935,6 a portion of
which is more commonly known as Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC). Although in the program's early years most AFDC
recipients were children of either a deceased or incapacitated parent,
these recipients were quickly outnumbered by children of an absent
parent. 7 Thus, the federal government was faced with surging AFDC
costs due largely to deserting parents. In an effort to combat this problem, the government took its first step toward child support enforcement in 1950. An amendment to the Social Security Act required that
law enforcement officials be informed by state welfare agencies when
an AFDC recipient was deserted by his or her parent.' 8 Because this
notification procedure proved ineffective in stemming rising costs, Congress enacted further legislation in 1967 which required each state to
create a separate unit within its welfare agency to collect support from
deserting parents of AFDC recipients. 9 These additional requirements,
15. See infra notes 158-304 and accompanying text.
16. Social Security Act of 1935, Pub. L. No. 74-271, 49 Stat. 620 (codified prior to
1984
amendments at 42 U.S.C. §§ 601-676 (1982)). Due to the industrial boom and rapid
urbanization
of the United States, many families were left at the poverty level. Comment, The
1981 AFDC
Amendments: Rhetoric and Reality, 8 U. DAYTON L. REV. 81, 82-83 (1982). If one
parent became disabled or deserted the family, it was not uncommon to remove the children from
the home
to enable the other parent to obtain work. Id. at 83. Social welfare organizations, concerned
about
the ever-increasing poverty level and its effect upon the American family, urged passage
of the
Social Security Act of 1935. Id. at 82. Spurred on by these groups, and perhaps more
so by the
devastating effects of the Depression, Congress enacted the AFDC program to "[encourage]
the
care of dependent children in their own homes." 42 U.S.C. § 601 (1982).
17. Hays, A National Overview from the Federal Perspective, in A LEGISLATOR'S
GUIDE TO
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT 4 (C. Royce ed. 1980). The increase in
aid to families with an

absent parent was in direct correlation to the greater number of both illegitimate
children and
divorces occurring in American society. Id. For example, in 1935 a parent's death was
the major
reason for eligibility for AFDC benefits, and in 1940 it accounted for 42% of AFDC
cases. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV., THE CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM,
Rep. No. 82-168
EPW at 5 (1982) (C. Solomon) [hereinafter cited as CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH
SERV.-1982]

(on file with University of Dayton Law Review). However, in 1979 a parent's death
accounted for
AFDC eligibility in only 2.2% of the cases, while the absence of a parent accounted
for AFDC
eligibility in 44.3% of the cases. Id.
18.

R. HOROWITZ & H. DAVIDSON, LEGAL RIGHTS OF CHILDREN 28-29
(1984); Hays,

supra note 17, at 4; Comment, Federal Law and the Enforcement of Child Support
Orders: A
Critical Look at Subchapter 4 Part D of the Social Services Amendments of 1974, 6
N.Y.U. REV.
L. & SOC. CHANGE 23, 25 (1976).
19. R. HOROWITZ & H. DAVIDSON, supra note 18, at 29; Hays, supra note 17, at 4;
Com-
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however, also failed to curtail the mounting child support enforcement
problem.
B.

1974-Title IV - D

Although the federal government's involvement in child support
enforcement increased through amendments to the Social Security Act,
states still retained the major responsibilities and, consequently, en20
forcement continued in its grossly inadequate form until 1974. At
that time, title IV-D,21 the most effective child support legislation to
date, was enacted by a Congress determined to achieve success in a
continually befuddling area. Under title IV-D, although enforcement
responsibility remained generally with the states, the federal government assumed a new active role. The federal government was compelled to become an overseer, "[i]n view of the fact that most States
[had] not implemented in a meaningful way the provisions of [then]
22
present law relating to the enforcement of child support."
Title IV-D changed existing child support legislation in three major ways: (1) it created the Office of Child Support Enforcement
(OCSE) to act as overseer; 2 3 (2) it required states to establish their
own title IV-D agencies to locate absent parents, establish paternity if
ment, supra note 18, at 25. The 1967 additions to the Social Security Act of 1935 also provided
that addresses and related information about the parent could be obtained from the Internal Revenue Service. Comment, supra note 18, at 25. Previously, in 1965, additions to the Act provided
that an absent parent's address and place of employment could be obtained from the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare (now the Department of Health and Human Services) in certain
circumstances. Id.
20. Inadequate child support enforcement was the result of many factors: states generally
lacked adequate funds to carry out their programs; there was little monetary incentive for state
compliance with federal requirements; and overcrowded family courts often produced unfair, assembly-line issuance of support orders. Comment, supra note 18, at 24-25.
A' 1974 study revealed the effect of these problems. The study showed that although 20% of
obligors paid at least a nominal amount within the first year of the issuance of a child support
order, 42% paid nothing. 120 CONG. REC. 40,338 (1974). Ten years after the issuance of a child
support order the percentage of total noncompliance jumped to 79%. Id.
21. Social Services Amendments of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-647, 88 Stat. 2351 (codified at 42
U.S.C. §§ 651-665 (1982) (amended 1984)).
22. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV., CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT 2 (1984) (C. Solo4
mon) [hereinafter cited as CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV.-198 ] (on file with University of
Dayton Law Review).
23. 42 U.S.C. § 652 (1982) (amended 1984). The OCSE is contained within the Department of Health and Human Services. Some of its responsibilities as overseer include setting up
standards with which state enforcement agencies must comply or risk the loss of a percentage of
federal AFDC funding; conducting audits and reviewing state programs to ensure that they are in
compliance with federal requirements; providing assistance to states in establishing effective enforcement programs; approving applications for utilization of federal courts to obtain enforcement
of support orders because of a state's unwillingness to do so; and operating its federal Parent
Locator Service which provides states with information to locate absent parents. See generally id.
§ 652(a)-(e); 42 U.S.C.A. § 652(a)-(f) (West Supp. 1985).
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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necessary, obtain support orders, and collect as well as distribute support payments through OCSE-approved plans;2 4 and (3) it required
states to operate a Parent Locator Service (PLS) to aid in locating
missing parents.25 Furthermore, title IV-D required states to cooperate
with the appropriate law enforcement officials, courts and, if necessary,
other states in securing compliance with child support orders.26 Finally,
states had to implement two enforcement remedies to handle unsuccessful attempts at securing compliance with support orders. First, the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) was to be notified so that it could withhold overdue child support payments from an uncooperating obligor's
federal income tax refund.2 7 Second, if the obligor was receiving unemployment compensation, the appropriate agency was also to be notified
so that it could withhold any outstanding support obligations from the
obligor's unemployment compensation benefits.2 "
States were "encouraged" to improve child support enforcement
through a system of rewards and punishments. If a state failed to implement an OCSE-approved enforcement plan, it lost five percent of its
federal AFDC funding. Conversely, if a state's plan was approved by
the OCSE, the federal government assumed seventy-five percent of the
administration costs, thereby leaving state taxpayers to assume only

24. 42 U.S.C. § 654 (1982) (amended 1984). The 1967 legislation required states to establish separate agencies within their welfare departments. See supra text accompanying note 19.
This requirement was deleted to allow states more flexibility by utilizing the most effective enforcement unit possible, whether it was located within the welfare agency or not. See HOUSE
COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 98TH CONG., 2D SEss., BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND DATA ON
PROGRAMS WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS 339 (Comm. Print
1984) [hereinafter cited as WAYS AND MEANS COMM. BACKGROUND MATERIAL] (on file with
University of Dayton Law Review).
25. 42 U.S.C. § 653 (1982) (amended 1984). Considering that when title IV-D was enacted approximately 80% of the I I million children receiving AFDC benefits were from homes
which had been abandoned by a parent, it is not surprising that Congress enacted such a provision. R. HOROWITZ & H. DAVIDSON, supra note 18, at 31.
In AFDC cases a state could request a concurrent federal PLS search, while in non-AFDC
cases, a federal PLS search could only be requested after a state had unsuccessfully concluded its
own search. Id. at 31-32.
A state PLS searches state and local records and contacts telephone companies, friends, relatives, employers, and the U.S. Post Office, among others, in an effort to determine the location of
absent parents. Id. at 32. Federal PLS searches are similar but more comprehensive. The federal
PLS requests other federal agencies, such as the Internal Revenue Service, Social Security Administration, Veterans Administration, Immigration and Naturalization Service, and the Department of Defense, to search their internal records for information on the missing parent. If information is located, the agency reports back to the federal PLS, which in turn informs the
requesting state title IV-D agency, court, or custodial parent of its findings. Id.
26. WAYS AND MEANS COMM. BACKGROUND MATERIAL, supra note 24, at 339.
27. 42 U.S.C. § 664(a) (1982) (amended 1984).
28. Id. § 654(19) (1982). Any monies intercepted or withheld were to be turned over to the
state title IV-D agency for proper distribution. Id. § 657(b).
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twenty-five percent of the costs.2 9
Finally, although all provisions of title IV-D applied to both
AFDC and non-AFDC recipients, there were differences. Non-AFDC
recipients were required to pay an application fee before a state could
undertake the collection of overdue support payments.3 0 More importantly, however, as a condition of AFDC eligibility, AFDC recipients
were forced to assign their support claims to the state, and to cooperate
with states in locating absent parents unless "good cause" for noncooperation existed.3 1

C. The Success of Title IV - D
Initially, title IV-D was unfavorably received. In the opinion of
one commentator, the 1974 amendments were "'an unwarranted intrusion of the federal government [into personal lives that] would yield
little while costing a great deal . . . . [T]he benefits to be derived
[were] minimal at best. The dangers [were] incalculable.' "32 Furthermore, when President Ford signed the Act in 1975, he expressed concern that the 1974 amendments might be subjected to constitutional
challenges due to federal intrusion into domestic relations (an area traditionally reserved to states) and federal interference with the right to
privacy." Other criticisms articulated about title IV-D included its
lack of consideration for an obligor's privacy right, as well as a child's
best interests; its possible violation of due process and equal protection
because of mandatory claim assignments to the state; and its questiona-

29. Krause, Forcing Fathers to Be FinanciallyResponsible, 5 FAM. ADVOC., Summer, 1982,
at 14; Comment, supra note 18, at 27.
30. 42 U.S.C. § 654(b) (1982) (amended 1984). The services were also made available to
non-AFDC recipients with the underlying hope of avoiding their need for AFDC assistance due to
unpaid support. Dodson & Horowitz, Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984: New
Tools for Enforcement, 10 FAM. L. REP. (BNA) 3051, 3057 (Oct. 23, 1984).
31. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV.-1982, supra note 17, at 10. "Good cause" existed

where the "best interests of the child on whose behalf aid is claimed" were involved, based upon
standards established by the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Id.
This standard was very controversial and was later revised by the Department of Health and
Human Services to include:
[Slituations in which cooperation is reasonably anticipated to result in physical or emotional harm to the child, or physical or emotional harm to the caretaker relative, of such
nature that it reduces the capacity to care for the child adequately; situations in which the
child was conceived as a result of incest or forcible rape; and situations in which legal
procedures are underway for the child's adoption.
Id. at II.

32. Krause, supra note 29, at 13-14 (exact citation omitted in original).
33. President Ford specifically singled out the IRS tax refund withholding, use of federal
courts to enforce support orders, and exhaustive audit procedures, stating that these procedures
were intrusions into areas traditionally controlled by states. He also expressed concerns regarding
the child's best interests and the obligor's privacy rights. Statement on Signing the Social Services
Amendments of 1974, I PUB. PAPERS 14 (Jan. 4, 1975).

https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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ble overall effectiveness. 4
These criticisms, however, have largely proven to be unwarranted
because title IV-D has achieved results. Between 1976 and 1983, (the
first seven years title IV-D was in effect), over 10.8 billion dollars in
child support payments were collected.3 5 Moreover, between these same
years, a total of 981,500 absent parents were located, 519,000 support
orders were established, and 224,000 paternities were established. 36
Strict statistical analysis indicates that title IV-D achieved overwhelming success. However, it still fell far short of alleviating the child
support enforcement problem because a staggering number of child
support obligations remained unfulfilled.37 Consequently, it is not surprising that commentators such as Professor Harry D. Krause have
urged reforms of title IV-D:
[Title IV-D] accomplishments should be seen as the first stage of the
program. The initial period of successfully putting the basic program
into place, prodding reluctant states to cooperate, and improving the
mechanics of collecting support at the national, state, and local levels is
over.
The time has come for a qualitative leap forward. A good program
must now become better ....
A cynic may hypothesize that state child support laws, both in
terms of substance and enforcement procedures, have been permitted to
survive in their present state of disarray, unevenness, and consequent un34. See Comment, supra note 18, at 29-35; Comment, Enforcement of Child Support Obligations of Absent Parents-Social Services Amendments of 1974, 30 Sw. L.J. 625, 636 (1976).
35. Between 1976 and 1983, 4.7 billion dollars were collected on behalf of AFDC families,
and 6.1 billion dollars were collected on behalf of non-AFDC families. SENATE REPORT, supra
note 10, at 2407; WAYS AND MEANS COMM. BACKGROUND MATERIAL, supra note 24, at 340. The
effectiveness of title IV-D is more accurately reflected by yearly statistics:
Year
Total

1976
500
(b)

1977
818
(c)

1978
1,046.7
(a)

AFDC

unknown

409.5
(c)

471.6
596.6
(a)n )

nonA FDC

unknown

408.5
I(c)

575.1
(a)

1979
1,333.3
(a)

736.6
(a)

I

1980
1,477.6
(a)

1981
1,628.9
(a)

1982
1,771.5
(a)

1983
2,027.7
(a)

603.1

670.6
787.3
t.1(a (a)

880.3
(a)

874.5
(a)

958.3
(a)

984.2

1,147.5

i (a)

La

Note: Figures represent numbers in millions.
(a) WAYS AND MEANS COMM. BACKGROUND MATERIAL, supra note 24, at 343 (Table 1-Program Operations, Summary of National Statistics, Fiscal Years 1978-1983); (b) Hays, supra
note 17, at 6; (c) Krause, supra note 29, at 14.
36. SENATE REPORT, supra note 10, at 2407.
37. In 1981, for example, an estimated 9.9 billion dollars were due in child support payments, yet only 6.1 billion dollars were actually received. Thus, approximately 38% of child support payments were neglected, amounting to nearly four billion dollars. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV.-1984, supra note 22, at 2.
Published by eCommons, 1985
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fairness only because they have not been enforced with any degree of
regularity ....
The federal initiative that now causes the sudden activation of these
laws carries a corresponding responsibility on the federal authorities to
assure that the states develop more sensible, more uniform, and more
predictable support laws . . .38
Unquestionably, title IV-D was viewed as only a beginning. Proponents of child support enforcement advocated harsher laws, more
stringent federal enforcement, and the enactment of uniform enforcement procedures by all states.3 9 The goals of such advocates may have
been accomplished through the enactment of the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984.40 This new federal child support legislation includes, at least superficially, their demands.
III.
A.

ANALYSIs-H.R. 4325

The Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984

House Resolution 4325 (H.R. 4325)41 is the culmination of the
98th Congress' efforts to respond to both the shortcomings of title
IV-D and public pressure from social-welfare organizations."2 The Act
passed both the House and Senate unanimously,4 3 and basically is
designed to:
program authorized by
[Strengthen] the child support enforcement .
the States to impleby
requiring
Security
Act
Social
title IV-D of the
ment effective enforcement procedures, by providing incentives to the
States to make available services to both Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) and non-AFDC families and to increase the effectiveness of their programs, and by otherwise improving Federal and State
administration of the program. 4

38. Krause, supra note 29, at 14-15.
39. See CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV.-1984, supra note 22, at 5.
40. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305
(currently codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)).
41. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305
(currently codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)).
42. Groups such as NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, American Public Welfare
Association, National Council of State Child Support Enforcement Administrators, National Governors Association, and National Women's Law Center called for the enactment of new child
support legislation. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV.-1984, supra note 22, at 5.

43.

The Child Support Amendments of 1984 passed the House by a vote of 422-0. 129

CONG. REC. H10,099 (daily ed. Nov. 16, 1983). The amendments passed the Senate by a vote of
94-0. 130 CONG. REC. S4813 (daily ed. Apr. 25, 1984).
44. SENATE REPORT, supra note 10. at 2397.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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1. Requirements of the Act
Because title IV-D failed to specify what procedures states must
utilize in operating their IV-D programs, some states implemented successful child support collection methods, while others did not."5 Consequently, title IV-D was of limited effectiveness because uniform enforcement results were not achieved from state to state." To rectify
this problem, H.R. 4325 contains a number of enforcement procedures
and other requirements that states must employ to improve existing
child support collection programs. Based upon previously successful enforcement practices in some states, the procedures are mandatory and,
if not enacted, a state could lose its eligibility to participate in the
AFDC program.' 7 Some of the more important corrective measures
and procedures are discussed below.' 8
a.

Corrective Measures

(i).

Support guidelines

Under H.R. 4325, states must develop criteria to provide guidance
in setting the amount of child support orders.' 9 While prior federal law
required states to establish programs to secure and enforce child support orders, it did not require the formulation or consideration of specific guidelines to ensure adequacy or reasonableness.5 0 Thus, the determining body (either state agency or court) had complete discretion over
the amount of support orders. 5 Congress enacted this provision out of
concern that support orders were usually unfairly low-although in
some cases they were unfairly high; similar situations often produced
dissimilar orders; and the custodial parent's financial situation usually
decreased after divorce while, conversely, the obligor's usually in-

45. Id. at 2422-23.
46. Id. The Committee on Finance heard extensive testimony during four hearings on successful enforcement procedures. Committee members believe that current enforcement and compliance will be improved through the requirement that all states use certain uniform procedures.
Id. at 2423.
47. 42 U.S.C.A. § 603(h)(1) (West Supp. 1985).
48. As indicated, not all of the corrective measures and procedures are discussed in the text.
In addition to those enumerated, federal law also requires that an absent parent post bond to
secure payment of overdue support. Id. § 666(a)(6). For a discussion of the Ohio bond posting
requirement, see infra notes 225-26 and accompanying text.
H.R. 4325 also requires states to enact procedures whereby credit agencies may obtain information regarding support arrearages. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(7) (West Supp. 1985). See also infra
notes 74-76 and accompanying text. For a discussion of Ohio's current noncompliance with this
requirement, see infra notes 245-46 and accompanying text.
49. 42 U.S.C.A. § 667 (West Supp. 1985). For a discussion of Ohio's compliance with this
provision, see infra notes 278-95 and accompanying text.
50. 42 U.S.C. § 667 (1982) (amended 1984).
SENATE REPORT,
Published51.by eCommons,
1985
supra note 10, at 2436.
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creased.52 Accordingly, to add an element of fairness to support
awards, the 1984 amendments require states to develop guidelines for
consideration by a court or state agency when it is setting such
53
awards.
(ii). Availability of title IV-D agency procedures to non-AFDC
families
The statement of purpose for H.R. 432554 provides assurances that
title IV-D remedies will be available, upon request and a small application fee, to assist non-AFDC families in securing the enforcement of
child support orders. Although title IV-D contained a similar provision,5 5 very few non-AFDC persons utilized title IV-D remedies because their availability was rarely publicized.5 6 Consequently, H.R.
4325 compels states to inform their citizens, through mediums such as
radio, television, and newspapers, that such services are available to
non-AFDC, as well as AFDC families.57
(iii).

Expedited processes

The new legislation also requires states to establish "expedited
processes," to be used in lieu of full judicial procedures, in order to
obtain and enforce support orders. 58 States may decide whether the ex-

52. Id.; Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3059.
53. The support guidelines issue was extreniely volatile and was not included within H.R.
4325 without compromises. Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3059. For example, guidelines
need not be established until Oct. I, 1987. 42 U.S.C.A. § 667 (West Supp. 1985). This grace
period was adopted to enable state commissions to fully consider the guidelines and other related
issues, as well as what other states have accomplished in this area. SENATE REPORT, supra note
10, at 2436. Furthermore, once established, the guidelines will not be binding upon those who
determine child support awards. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 667(b) (West Supp. 1985).
54. The statement of purpose for the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984
provides that funds will be allocated to:
[Enforce] the support obligations owed by absent parents to their children and the spouse
(or former spouse) with whom such children are living, locating absent parents, establishing paternity, obtaining child and spousal support, and assuring that assistance in obtaining support will be available under this part to all children (whether or not eligible for
aid under part A [of the AFDC section]) for whom such assistance is requested ....
42 U.S.C.A. § 651 (West Supp. 1985) (emphasis added).
55. See 42 U.S.C. § 654(6) (1982) (amended 1984).
56. Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3057.
57. 42 U.S.C.A. § 654(23) (West Supp. 1985). Public service announcements must include
information relevant to the application fee (if any is charged the requesting obligee) for such
services, and the phone number or address for applying for said services and obtaining additional
information. Id.
58. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(2) (West Supp. 1985). States also have the option of using these
expedited processes to establish paternity. "Expedited processes" are "administrative or quasijudicial process[es] which red'uce the processing time of support order establishment and enforcement efforts pursued through full judicial process[es]." 49 Fed. Reg. 36,803 (1984) (to be codified
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
at 45 C.F.R. § 303.101) (proposed Sept. 19, 1984).
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pedited processes will be quasi-judicial or administrative.5 9 H.R. 4325
does not define specific procedures that qualify as expedited processes.
The proposed federal regulations,6" however, provide some detail as to
the requirements which must be met. The regulations contain general
requirements which must be met regardless of whether quasi-judicial or
administrative expedited processes are chosen, and they also detail
more specific requirements, depending upon which type of process is
chosen.6 1 The enactment of the expedited processes provision reflects
congressional concern over court delays which encumbered both the establishment and enforcement of support obligations."2
b.
(i).

Mandated Enforcement Procedures
Income withholding

States must establish a system whereby court or agency ordered
support payments will be immediately withheld from an obligor's wages
or other income 3 upon one of three specified events: (1) when an obligor's overdue payments equal one month's support obligation; (2) when
an obligor requests it; or (3) when the state determines an earlier
date. 4 Although Congress apparently attempted to establish an effective, straightforward method to withhold income, certain procedural
65
safeguards have also been implemented to protect the obligor's rights.
Furthermore, unlike the remaining enforcement procedures,6 6 states
must utilize the income withholding procedure in every eligible case,
which means that every support order issued or modified must include

59. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(2) (West Supp. 1985).
60. 49 Fed. Reg. 36,803-04 (1984) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. § 303.101(b)(3)-(d)) (proposed Sept. 19, 1984).
61. Id.
62. Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3058.
63. "Other income" includes "all compensation paid or payable for personal services
whether the compensation is denominated as wages, salary, commission, bonus pay, severance pay,
sick pay, and incentive pay, and extend [sic] as well to pensions, retirement or retired pay, annuities, dependent or survivors' benefits, and other similar amounts." H.R. CONF. REP. No. 925, 98th
Cong., 2d Sess. 29, reprinted in 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 2447, 2449 [hereinafter
cited as HOUSE CONF. REPORT].
64. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(b)(3)(A)-(C) (West Supp. 1985). Interestingly, withholding for
child support orders must be given priority over other legal processes brought against the same
wages, instead of satisfaction upon a first-come, first-served basis. Id. § 666(b)(7).
65. To protect an obligor, an employer may not discharge, refuse to hire, or otherwise penalize a person because withholding procedures have been commenced. Id. § 666(b)(6)(D). Furthermore, due process is afforded the obligor, because the state must send him advance notice of
withholding and allow him a hearing to show good cause as to why withholding should not occur.
Id. § 666(b)(4)(A). Good cause includes mistakes of fact. Id. Within 45 days of the proposed
withholding notice, a decision must be sent to the contesting obligor. Id.
Published66.
by eCommons,
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67
an income withholding provision.
In order to secure payment from noncomplying obligors who are
self-employed, or who have assets but do not receive wages, states are
required to implement certain other procedures.6 8 Unlike income withholding, however, these procedures need not be utilized in every eligible
case. Instead, they are to be used in conjunction with income withholding, and H.R. 4325 allows each state the discretion to decide which
other remedies will be used in a particular case.6 9

(ii).

Tax refund intercept

H.R. 4325 significantly expands prior law regarding tax refund intercepts. Title IV-D only provided for the interception of federal tax
refunds, and then only in AFDC. cases.70 Unlike title IV-D, the 1984
amendments provide that federal tax refunds may now be intercepted
in non-AFDC cases as well. 71 The intercept remedy is further expanded
because states must enact provisions for the interception of state tax
refunds (where a state has taxes) in both AFDC and non-AFDC
cases. 72 Unlike income withholding, however, refund intercepts may
only be used to secure past due, as opposed to current payments.7 3
(iii).

Information to credit agencies

H.R. 4325 requires that credit agencies must be informed, upon
request, if an obligor has child support arrearages exceeding one thousand dollars. 74 States may also opt to make information on arrearages
that are less than one thousand dollars available to requesting credit
agencies. 75 In either situation, however, an obligor must be notified

67. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(8) (West Supp. 1985).
68. Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3055. These commentators, in stating that such
additional procedures were aimed at self-employed obligors and obligors who receive no wages but
have assets, were referring specifically to the following statutory provisions: 42 U.S.C.A. §
666(a)(4) (West Supp. 1985) (providing for liens upon real and personal property); id. §
666(a)(3) (providing for the interception of state income tax refunds); id. § 666(a)(7) (providing
for the release of information to credit reporting agencies regarding an obligor's support arrearages in excess of $1,000); id. § 666(a)(6) (providing for the posting of a bond or giving of some
other guarantee for payment of overdue child support payments).
69. HousE CONF. REPORT, supra note 63, at 2448. In deciding which procedures to use,
however, states must establish guidelines to follow, which "take into account the payment record
of the absent parent, the availability of other remedies, and other relevant considerations." 42
U.S.C.A. § 666.(a) (West Supp. 1985).
70. See 42 U.S.C. § 664(a) (1982) (amended 1984).
71. 42 U.S.C.A. § 664(a) (West Supp. 1985).
72. Id. § 666(a)(3)(A).
73. Id. However, like income withholding, procedural due process must still be afforded the
obligor. Id.

74. Id. § 666(a)(7).
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
75.
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prior to the release of such information, as well as informed of the
proper procedures to follow should he desire to contest its release.76
(iv).

Liens

Finally, states must provide for the imposition of liens against an
obligor's property (both real and personal) as a method of collecting
overdue child support payments. 77 Although many states currently provide for liens against real property, there are no similar provisions for
personal property.7 8 Consequently, many states will be forced to enact
new legislation in order to achieve compliance with the lien provision of
H.R. 4325. States may still, however, decide what types of liens and
79
lien enforcement mechanisms they will utilize.
2.

Incentives and Penalties

H.R. 4325 employs various monetary incentives and penalties to
coerce state compliance with the new amendments. The federal incentive program under title IV-D 0 is expanded by H.R. 4325, which now
provides for the payment of incentive rewards for collections in both
AFDC and non-AFDC cases. States will henceforth receive rewards
totaling six percent of AFDC collections and six percent of non-AFDC
collections.8 1 Title IV-D is, however, also curtailed in this area. The
federal government formerly paid seventy percent of state administrative costs in operating enforcement programs. 82 H.R. 4325 gradually
reduces such payments, so that by 1990 the federal government will

76. Id. An obligor must be given a reasonable opportunity to contest the accuracy of the
information to be released, -and this opportunity must be conducted in full compliance with a
state's procedural due process requirements. Id.
77. Id. § 666(a)(4).
78. See Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3055. For a discussion of the Ohio lien
provisions, see infra notes 231-35 and accompanying text.
79. Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3055-56.
80. Under title IV-D, a state received 15% of the child support payments it collected on
behalf of AFDC recipients, and nothing for payments collected on behalf of non-AFDC recipients.
42 U.S.C. § 658(a) (1982) (amended 1984). The 15% reward was subsequently reduced to 12%,
effective Oct. I, 1983. Pub. L. No. 97-248, 96 Stat. 403 (1982) (codified at 42 U.S.C.A. § 658(a)
(West Supp. 1983) (amended 1984)). The 1984 amendments have further modified the 12% reward so that states will receive a reward equalling six percent of collections in AFDC cases and
six percent of collections in non-AFDC cases. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 658(a) (West Supp. 1985).
81. 42 U.S.C.A. § 658(b)(l)(A), (B) (West Supp. 1985). These payments are made to
states "[iln
order to encourage and reward State child support enforcement programs which perform in a cost-effective and efficient manner to secure support for all children who have sought
assistance in securing support, . . whether or not [such children] are eligible for aid to families
with dependent children ... ."Id. § 658(a) (emphasis added). As indicated, the change in incentive payments was enacted to encourage states to give equal consideration to non-AFDC support
collection cases. See SENATE REPORT, supra note 10, at 2420.
Published
1985 (1982) (amended 1984).
82. by42eCommons,
U.S.C. § 655(a)(1)
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reimburse states for only sixty-six percent of such costs.8"
Although states will be rewarded for achieving and maintaining
compliance with H.R. 4325, they will also be penalized for not doing
so. H.R. 4325 requires the director of the OCSE to conduct triennial
state audits to determine whether they are in compliance with federal
child support standards and requirements. 84 If an audit reveals noncompliance, the state will be penalized. It will forfeit between one and
two percent of AFDC funds for the first offense, between two and three
percent for the second offense, and between three and five percent for
the third and subsequent offenses. 85 Although this is a significant modification of title IV-D's penalty provision, Congress felt that lessening
the severity of noncompliance penalties would ensure their imposition
when necessary.86
B. Effectiveness of the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of
1984
Because "[tihe enforcement of child support obligations is not an
area of jurisprudence about which this country can be proud, ' 87 H.R.
4325 will hopefully improve upon the admirable, yet limited, effectiveness of title IV-D. Although pleased with the accomplishments of title
IV-D, fervent advocates of stricter child support legislation recognized
room for improvement. 88 Presumably because title IV-D was not harsh
enough, H.R. 4325 imposes strict requirements upon states in the hopes
of alleviating the child support enforcement dilemma.
On its face, it appears that H.R. 4325 will accomplish its objectives. For example, because title IV-D agency procedures are now specifically available and must be publicized to non-AFDC families,8 9

83. 42 U.S.C.A. § 655(a)(2)(C) (West Supp. 1985). The gradual reduction will occur over
a period of years as follows: to 70% for fiscal years 1984-87; to 68% for fiscal years 1988-89; and
to 66% for fiscal year 1990 and thereafter. Id. § 655(a)(2)(A)-(C).
84. Id. § 652(a)(4). H.R. 4325 changes title IV-D in that the director of the OCSE was
previously required to conduct annual state audits. See 42 U.S.C. § 652(a)(4) (1982) (amended
1984).
85. 42 U.S.C.A. § 603(h)(l)(A)-(C) (West Supp. 1985). These penalties are not, however,
intended to be imposed unless a state fails "substantially to carry out the requirements of law
[and] also refuse[s] to undertake the necessary changes to correct the situation." SENATE REPORT,
supra note 10, at 2429. Furthermore, a penalty may be suspended if a state implements an
OCSE-approved corrective plan within a reasonable period of time. See 42 U.S.C.A. §
603(h)(2)(A) (West Supp. 1985).
86. Title IV-D provided for the imposition of a five percent loss of AFDC funds for state
noncompliance. 42 U.S.C. § 603(h) (1982) (amended 1984). Such a penalty, however, was never
imposed upon any state during the 10 year existence of title IV-D. Dodson & Horowitz, supra
note 30, at 3062.
87. SENATE REPORT, supra note 10, at 2401 (quoting 1974 Committee on Finance report).
88. See, e.g., supra text accompanying notes 38-39.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
89. 42 U.S.C.A. § 654(23) (West Supp. 1985). See also supra notes 54-57 and accompany-
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child support collections could increase as more people take advantage
of the enforcement mechanisms. Moreover, because all states must utilize specific uniform enforcement measures, 90 compliance with support
orders should appreciably increase. In particular, proponents of H.R.4325 believe that income withholding is an especially important enforcement procedure that is likely to produce dramatic results.9 1
Nevertheless, although H.R. 4325 appears meritorious upon the
first reading, it should not be commended without hesitation. In-depth
analysis reveals that H.R. 4325 is rife with potential problems. For instance, H.R. 4325 is deficient because many of its payment-coercing
measures may be circumvented by recalcitrant obligors-those able to
pay child support, yet unwilling to do so. 92 Theoretically, both income
withholding and property liens should prove to be effective paymentcoercing tools. In reality, however, these procedures may not produce
the desired results because those with the determination, means, and
knowledge to avoid these procedures will do so. If a financially stable
obligor is adamantly opposed to making support payments, he may seek
advice on how to avoid child support obligations. For example, an obligor could frustrate the lien filing provision by placing his assets into
trusts with spendthrift provisions that could not be affected by
lienholders. 93 Similarly, the income withholding provision will be ineffective if an obligor transfers title of his assets and income, other than
wages, to his current spouse or another person. 94 Through such tactics,

ing text.
90. For an explanation of the enforcement procedures, see supra notes 45-79 and accompanying text.
91. As two commentators have noted, "When fully implemented, this withholding system
should have an enormous impact on the collection of child support and should substantially
change routine child support enforcement practice in many states by providing a far more effective remedy than any now available." Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3052.
92. As one newspaper reported:
While some fathers are too poor to pay . . . officials have discovered plenty of well-to-do
fathers: In Sacramento, officials in one nonsupport action discovered the father was a retired military officer who was collecting both a pension and a salary from a second job,
with a total income of $60,000 a year. In Michigan, a law student who had divorced his
wife years earlier and fallen $5,000 behind on $20-a-month child support payments was
tracked down when his family went on welfare. He had advanced considerably in his profession-he was now a judge. Also in Michigan, a man who at the time of his divorce was
ordered to pay $100-a-month child support, was $13,000 in arrears . . . . State officials
say some doctors and lawyers making up to $100,000 a year have been evading child support . ...
Washington Post, Mar. 13, 1978, at A-I.
93. Interview with Cooley R. Howarth, Professor of Law, University of Dayton School of
Law, in Dayton, Ohio (Feb. 25, 1985) [hereinafter cited as Howarth interview] (on file with
University of Dayton Law Review). But see, e.g., Parscal v. Parscal, 148 Cal. App. 3d 1098, 196
Cal. Rptr. 462 (1983) (spendthrift trusts may be attached to satisfy past due child support).
Published94.by Howarth
eCommons,
1985supra note 93.
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an obligor could essentially avoid having income from which taxes
could be withheld. Likewise, because self-employed persons have no
employers, they do not receive paychecks from which wages may be
95
withheld.
Just as H.R. 4325 will be of limited effectiveness regarding financially stable obligors, it will also be of limited value in securing payment from low income obligors.96 Even if an unemployed obligor receives unemployment compensation, he probably is not financially
capable of honoring his child support obligations, regardless of his desire or the existence of federal legislation compelling him to do so.
Likewise, low income obligors probably do not purchase assets of any
value 97 to which liens may be attached. Nor can they difford to invest in
income-producing ventures from which other income may be withheld.
Therefore, both the income withholding and lien filing provisions may
prove useless for enforcing low income obligors' child support obligations. If an obligor has his own financial problems that prevent him
from assuming his rightful responsibilities, no measure, no matter how
harsh, can correct the situation.
Theoretically, when a low income obligor's unemployment compensation is withheld or when liens are attached to his property, the
enforcement purpose behind H.R. 4325 will be achieved. Realistically,
however, the impact of such enforcement creates a new problem. For
example, if an obligor has a second family, yet is drained of his financial resources because he must support his first family, enforcement
could have a reverse effect. The obligor and his second family may be
forced to apply for welfare. Consequently, solving one problem may
merely create another. 8 Although the 98th Congress apparently ig-

95. Congressional members have recognized the particular problems associated with the
self-employed: "[Tlhe number of well-off physicians and attorneys whose families ultimately are
forced onto welfare because of insufficient mechanisms for enforcement of obligations to support
. . . [relates] to the difficulty of proving the income of the self-employed, [and] the ease with
which unwilling fathers can conceal their assets." S. REP. No. 1356, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 44,
reprinted in 1974 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 8133, 8147. For a discussion on specific devices
available for securing payment from self-employed obligors or from those who have assets but
receive no income, see supra notes 68-79 and accompanying text.
96. For purposes of this legislation note "low income" obligors are those who have approximately less than $12,000 per year in income. This is a somewhat arbitrary figure, chosen strictly
by the authors, as some people may believe that a "low income" obligor has more than $12,000
per year in income.
97. The lien provision of H.R. 4325 provides that liens may be attached to real or personal
property to satisfy child support obligations. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(4) (West Supp. 1985). In
regard to the low income obligor, however, there are probably no real property assets to attach,
and whatever personal property a low income obligor possesses will contribute very little toward
child support. Hence, liens attaching to real or personal property will realistically be of little value
to satisfy judgements against low income obligors.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
98. It is not suggested that a low income obligor should be allowed to circumvent his child
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nored similar arguments expressed by critics of title IV-D, these criticisms apply to H.R. 4325 as well:
[T]he Social Services Amendments of 1974 are class legislation directed
at the middle and upperclass parent, yet worded to encompass any parent who defaults on child support payments. The Amendments are more
a policy statement against the evils of defaulting on child support obligations than a successful method by which all deserted children are assured
support by their parents, many of whom are, in fact, scarcely able to
support themselves.99

The provisions of H.R. 4325 which allow for the intercept of both
federal and state tax refunds 0 0 will likewise be of limited value. Regardless of whether a state or federal tax refund is intercepted, such
interception will probably be effective only once. An obligor deprived of
a tax refund to satisfy support obligations may seek advice to minimize,
or totally eliminate, subsequent refunds. 01' Furthermore, because the
refund intercept may be a one-time remedy, enforcement officials must
select the most advantageous year in which to apply it-preferably one
wherein the obligor had little taxable income and, therefore, a large
refund.'0 2 Finally, because AFDC recipients must assign their right to
receive child support payments to the state, the state will recover all
assigned arrearages before distributing the remaining intercepted monies to the obligee. 103 Thus, although the intercept remedy will benefit
states in AFDC cases, it will not be of much benefit to the AFDC
obligee. She will only receive intercepted proceeds after the state recoups what the obligor "owes" the government, which ultimately
reduces the obligee's portion of the refund.
Although the foregoing discussion illustrates some of the deficiencies of H.R. 4325, its major defect lies in the fact that it is patently
obligee-oriented. H.R. 4325 affords very little consideration to the defaulting obligor who may, in some instances, have a justifiable reason
for withholding support payments.
The obligor is usually depicted as a villain, the one responsible for

support obligations merely by taking on another family. It is suggested, however, that H.R. 4325
is faulty because of its potential countereffects. Statistically, the number of unfulfilled child support orders would decrease. Conversely, however, the number of welfare cases could increase.
Simply replacing one type of problem with another is not a successful solution to any problem,
and because H.R. 4325 does this, it will be ineffective in that respect.
99. Comment, supra note 34, at 646 (emphasis added).
100. 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 664(a), 666(a)(3)(a) (West Supp. 1985). For a discussion of the tax
refund intercept provisions provided for under H.R. 4325, see supra notes 70-73 and accompanying text.
101. Howarth interview, supra note 93; Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3058.
102. Howarth interview, supra note 93; Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3058.
Dodson & Horowitz,
Published103.
by eCommons,
1985 supra note 30, at 3058.
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the obligee's never-ending struggle to support a family despite inadequate or unpaid child support orders. 4 This depiction, however, is not
always accurate. Obligors also deserve consideration, especially when
the obligee is uncooperative, for example, by denying visitation rights.
This issue has been addressed by certain congressional members, who
assert that:
Much of the problem lies in the area of visitation rights. Most divorced fathers . . . want to maintain bonds with their children. The

usual custom is for a divorce decree to guarantee such rights. In practice,
it appears, such decrees are often unenforceable. If an embittered exwife wishes to prevent her ex-husband from seeing his children, she can
find ways of achieving that purpose.' 5
Forcing an obligor to continue child support payments when the
obligee has interfered with visitation rights' 0 6 is an injustice in itself.
Similarly, it is the obligor, not the obligee, who is wronged when the
obligee either squanders child support payments on herself or has a
higher income than the obligor, so that she is better able to support the
children.10 7 Although reasons for nonpayment merit consideration, they
are not typically viewed as valid when courts are setting and enforcing
support orders.' 0 8 It has been suggested, and rightfully so, that an obli104. As one commentator has noted,
[C]hildren live with their mothers in the vast majority of cases and share sharply reduced
circumstances with them in the post-divorce years. Their fathers, freed of many former
household costs, benefit from a concomitant increase in their own living standards.
• . . [E]ach time that a support payment is delayed or missed and enforcement is
ineffective, financial imbalance is increased.
Bruch, Developing Standards for Child Support Payments: A Critique of Current Practice, 16
U.C.D. L REV. 49, 51-52 (1982) (footnotes omitted).
Additional concerns have been expressed about the custodial parent's foregone opportunities:
a career, Free time on weekends, and the daiiy costs, both personai and ecomumic, invulved in
child rearing. See Krause, Reflections on Child Support, 17 FAM. L.Q. 109, 126-27 (1983);
Weitzman & Dixon, Child Custody Awards: Legal Standards and Empirical Patterns for Child
Custody, Support and Visitation after Divorce, 12 U.C.D. L. REV. 473, 495 (1979).
105. 130 CONG. REC. S4804 (daily ed. Apr. 25, 1984) (statement of Sen. Jepsen) (quoting
Kilpatrick, Fathers Must Be Heard, Too) (exact citation omitted in original).
106. The obligee can interfere with an obligor's visitation rights in various ways. For example, she can deny them totally or move to a new location which she either refuses to make known
to the obligor, or which is of such great distance from the obligor that he cannot visit his children.
Sellman, When Your Client has Crossed the Line: Here's How to Defend Him Against Child
Support Collection Proceedings, I FAM. ADVOC., Spring, 1979, at 32, 34-35.
107.

Id.

108. As Judge Sellman states:
[A]ttempts to raise these issues will result in objections by any astute prosecutor as being
irrelevant and not material to the issue at hand, which is whether or not there is a duty of
support, and if so, how much support should be ordered. Those objections would be well
founded.

https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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gor does not always fail to honor his obigations because he is a
deplorable individual, but rather because he is frustrated and "[t]he
system [has] convince[d] him that he is, after all, a father without
children." 10
H.R. 4325 fails miserably because it does not require courts and
enforcement agencies to consider extenuating circumstances which may
have provoked the obligor's nonpayment. If H.R. 4325 had ensured
that the obligor would not be penalized when good cause prompted his
failure to meet support obligations, the enforcement program would
probably be more effective. Instead, although congressional advocates
of H.R. 4325 admitted that such problems exist, 110 they nevertheless
fell prey to the "over-zealousness" trap. This trap has been explained
and advised against as follows:
Sometimes [strict enforcement proponents] are so anxious to do a good
job and feel so strongly about this situation that they propose legislation
which does not take the fade-away father into account. Even though he
may be reprehensible, he is still a citizen. We have to move slowly when
we find that we are making our collections too automatic or stringent.' 1
Those who realize that the wronged obligor also deserves to be
taken into account call for federal legislation to enforce visitation and
other parental rights." 2 One commentator has observed that Congress'

• . .Remember, you are treading on dangerously thin ice with some of the aforementioned excuses . . . . The bottom line is, if you arguefor an order relieving your client of
paying child support on any basis other than inability, you will have a very difficult task
before you.
Id. at 35 (emphasis added).
109. Goldberg, All Dads Aren't Deadbeats, NEWSWEEK, Feb. 6, 1984, at 11.
110. See generally 130 CONG. REC. S4804 (daily ed. Apr. 25, 1984) (statements of Sen.
Dole & Sen. Jepsen); Id. at S4809 (statement of Sen. Durenberger).
I 1. Strahle, Areas of Concernfor State Legislators, in A LEGISLATOR'S GUIDE TO CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT 12 (C. Royce ed. 1980).
112. Judge Sellman has confessed that it "leaves a bad taste" in his mouth that society
allows the custodial parent to interfere with the noncustodial parent's visitation and other rights,
yet still compels the defaulting obligor to defend himself, at no expense to the plaintiff-obligee,
against proceedings to enforce support orders. Sellman, supra note 106, at 35. The judge called
for the examination and implemenation of "uniform national acts for enforcing visitation and the
other parental rights which are so shamefully abused under the child support proceeding." Id.
The judge is not alone in his feelings. Another reformist, a divorced father, applauds legislation directed toward deadbeat fathers, yet challenges "Congress to muster the courage to seriously
consider one law that would ensure both fair child-support payments and fair visitation rights."
Goldberg, supra note 109, at II.
Finally, fathers themselves are becoming involved in the struggle for their rights:
The resentful fathers are seeking amendments to the pending bill (H.R. 4325] that would
balance the equities. They want the same kind of swift and effective mechanisms for enforcing visitation rights that the law would provide for enforcing child support payments.
They want a rebuttable presumption that the mother isto be regarded automatically as the
They argue convincingly that in many cases a judge will award
for custody.
first
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failure to incorporate such a provision into the 1984 amendments may
be attributable to political influences."a 3 Specifically, because 1984 was
an election year, legislators may have ignored the problems confronting
the obligor in order to attract more votes from women. 1 4 If this theory
is correct, perhaps Congress will attempt to attract more votes from
obligors in subsequent election years by enacting amendments to H.R.
4325, or specific legislation to act in conjunction with it, in order to
enforce the obligor's parental rights. Congress, however, appears reluctant to allow such federal intervention into the visitation enforcement
area, as it has been suggested that this responsibility remains with the
states:
The issue of child support goes far beyond the matter of collecting support payments. Congress has taken an important step to assure such
prompt collections, but it is the responsibility of the States andlocalities
to address the related issues of visitation and costody [sic]. These are
complex and sensitive matters, best addressed at the State and local
level.'' 6
Unless and until such time as Congress attacks these related issues
with equal zealousness, child support enforcement will remain woefully
inadequate. In its current form, H.R. 4325 leaves the door open to potentially unfulfilled child support obligations, largely because obligors
have been treated unfairly and have no incentive to comply.
It is possible that Congress did intend that the obligor be considered, because H.R. 4325 requires states to establish guidelines for determining support orders." 6 Certain members of the 98th Congress felt
that the utilization of guidelines would ensure reasonable consideration
of both the child's needs and an obligor's ability to pay." 7 However,
H.R. 4325 merely requires states to establish guidelines. It provides no
direction regarding what factors should be considered or how they
should be determined. Furthermore, once established, 'these guidelines

hefty child support as a kind of alimony, and this they resent.
130 CONG. REC. S4804 (daily ed. Apr. 25, 1984) (statement of Sen. Jepsen) (quoting Kilpatrick,
Fathers Must Be Heard, Too) (exact citation omitted in original).
113. Goldberg, supra note 109, at 1I.
114. See id.
115. 130 CONG. REC. S4808 (daily ed. Apr. 25, 1984) (statement of Sen. Moynihan). See
also id. at S4804 (statement of Sen. Dole).
116. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 667 (West Supp. 1985).
117. SENATE REPORT, supra note 10, at 2436. Congress also indicated, however, that where
states have already established guidelines, the overall amount of support awards is higher than in
states which have left the amount determination issue entirely to judicial discretion. Id. Therefore,
it is debatable whether Congress really intended that an obligor's ability to pay be considered or,
rather, whether Congress was thinking only of the obligee and the children, in an attempt to raise
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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are not binding upon those determining the awards-they need only be
considered. 18 Therefore, states apparently must remedy these defects
themselves. Because states have sporadically implemented provisions
left to their own discretion,11 9 this is unlikely to occur. Consequently,
because the amount of child support awards will still be subject to the
discretion of those making the determination, this provision is likely to
accomplish little.' 2 0
Assuming, as Congress does, that states will take the initiative to
formulate operative and effective guidelines, it has been suggested that
the following factors should be considered in order to ensure an equitable support order for all concerned:' 2 (1) the age and needs of the
child; 22 (2) the financial status of both the obligor and obligee;123

118. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 667(b) (West Supp. 1985).
119. Upon reviewing the lack of response by states in the past, one commentator notes:
[T]he irresponsibility of many fathers may be partly explained in terms of unrealistic obligations being imposed under unrealistic laws. This is a matter of state law. And what have
the states done?
They have--emphatically-not risen to this challenge. Perhaps it is time to conclude
. . . that a corresponding responsibility rests on the federal authorities to assure that the
states. develop more sensible, more uniform, and more predictable support laws. So far,
Washington has not provided much leadership.
Krause, Child Support Enforcement: Legislative Tasks for the Early 1980s, 15 FAM. L.Q. 349,
352 (1982).
120. Moreover, in order to enable states to fully research this problem, the support guidelines requirement is not effective until Oct. 1986. SENATE REPORT, supra note 10, at 2436. It is
doubtful that a two-year grace period is necessary or helpful. Numerous proposed guidelines already exist, and H.R. 4325 requires the OCSE to provide technical assistance and information
exchange among the states to assist them in establishing such guidelines. 42 U.S.C.A. § 667(c)
(West Supp. 1985). The OCSE has been criticized for its failure to provide leadership in this area
because it has not required states to develop more sensible, effective, and uniform support standards. See Krause, supra note 29, at 15. Advocates of greater OCSE responsibility, such as Professor Harry D. Krause, call for active OCSE involvement in this area. Id. See also Krause, supra
note 119, at 352-53.
121. These suggestions are generic categorizations and, as such, numerous other considerations are included within them. The enumerated list is a compilation of those factors which the
authors believe should be considered. For a more detailed discussion of child support awards, see
infra notes 270-98 and accompanying text.
122. UNIF. PARENTAGE ACT § 15(e)(1), (5), 9A U.L.A. 608 (1979). The educational needs
of the child, including that of higher education, should also be considered within this category. See
id. § 15(e)(5). Likewise, whether day care costs will be incurred in order to allow the custodial
parent to work, as well as the child's own earning capacity, merit consideration. Dodson &
Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3059.
123. Sellman, supra note 106, at 34-35. This category should also provide for consideration
of whether the obligee has a higher income than the obligor; whether either party has remarried,
thereby altering his or her financial status due to the addition of children or the new spouse's
income; how much marital property the obligee has received; and whether the obligor was required to assume marital debts. Id. These circumstances must be evaluated, because they most
certainly will bear directly upon an obligor's ability to make support payments. "The father must
be assured a standard of living that does not impair his earning capacity, his work incentive, or his
ability by
to provide
for himself
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(3) cost of living differences within the state; 2" and (4) inflation. 2 5
Additionally, certain standards, if used, such as "ability to pay,"
"needs of the child," and "earning capacity," should be defined to
avoid confusion in their application.1 16 Finally, the award should be
modifiable for "changes in circumstances, ' 127 a generic term which
should also be defined.
C.

Constitutional Considerations

Apart from the practical deficiencies that may encumber the efficacy of H.R. 4325, the legislation may spur new constitutional challenges or rekindle old ones 1 8 apparently left unanswered by H.R. 4325.
1. Erosion of Federalism
It has been argued that although the IRS is a very effective collection agency, it should not be involved in child support enforcement. 2 9
This argument rests on the premise that the scope of its collection authority should be limited to monies directly related to the employment
of the obligor-taxes and social security. 30 Because support orders are
Krause, supra note 119, at 353. It has been suggested that when a "second family's" chances for
economic survival become endangered due to enforcement of support obligations owed to the "first
family," such enforcement becomes socially counterproductive. Id. at 356. For a detailed discussion about this proposition and a possible solution, see generally id. at 356-62. See also supra
notes 98-99 and accompanying text.
124. Dodson and Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3059. The authors of this legislation note feel
that interstate cost of living differences should also be considered.
125. As time goes by, what was once an adequate or less than adequate support award
becomes even less so. Periodic review should be utilized to adjust for both inflation and the increasing needs of a child, as:
Time exacerbates the inequity. Because children's needs grow as they do, the support
ordered at divorce provides proportionally less of the child's needs with each passing year.
At the same time, the purchasing power of the original order is eroded by inflation, further
reducing its effectiveness. Too, custodial parents in states that mandate child support only
for minor children frequently become the sole source of parental financial support for a
child's college education.
Bruch, supra note 104, at 52. On the other hand, periodic review should also be utilized to adjust
for an increase in the child's earning capacity as he or she grows older, as well as for circumstances adversely affecting the obligor's ability to continue support payments at their current
levels. For a more detailed discussion regarding support orders and the factors which should be
considered in setting and reviewing such orders, see infra notes 264-95 and accompanying text.
126. See Krause, supra note 29, at 15.
127. Id. The Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act requires "a showing of changed circumstances so substantial and continuing as to make the terms unconscionable." UNIF. MARRIAGE &
DIVORCE ACT § 316, 9A U.L.A. 183 (1979). This standard seems inflexible, unreachable, and
unrealistic unless explanations are given as to what constitutes "substantial and continuing" circumstances, as well as when these circumstances render an award "unconscionable."
128. For a discussion of the constitutional challenges regarding the application of title
IV-D, see generally Comment, supra note 34, at 635-45; Comment, supra note 18, at 31-37.
129. Comment, supra note 34, at 636.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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not related to an obligor's employment, but rather are issued pursuant
to court or agency proceedings, the IRS should not become involved."3 '
Nevertheless, both the 93rd Congress (which enacted title IV-D) and
the 98th Congress apparently felt that the seemingly endless problem
of child support enforcement justified the expansion of IRS jurisdiction.
In light of the tenth amendment, it is questionable whether the Constitution allows this federal intrusion to collect state court or agency ordered payments. The tenth amendment specifically provides: "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or
to the people.' 32 Because the Constitution neither delegates domestic
relations powers to the federal government, nor denies such powers to
the states, these powers appear to be "reserved" to the states. Therefore, the federal government could be unconstitutionally usurping
states' powers by intruding into domestic affairs through certain provisions of H.R. 4325.1" President Ford expressed similar concerns about
title IV-D:
[C]ertain provisions of this legislation go too far by injecting the Federal
Government into domestic relations. Specifically, provisions for use of
the Federal courts, the tax collection procedures of the Internal Revenue
Service, and excessive audit requirements are an undesirable and an unnecessary intrusion of the Federal Government into domestic relations.",
In view of the fact that many provisions of H.R. 4325 allow for greater
federal intrusion than title IV-D, President Ford's admonition has apparently been ignored. The Framers of the Constitution intended that a
rigid federalism scheme be established and maintained.1 35 Arguably,

131. 121 CONG. REc. 23,697 (1975). Rep. Corman took the position that the IRS should
not become involved in child support enforcement during debates on amendments to title IV-D.
132. U.S. CONST. amend. X.
133. For a more complete discussion regarding ways in which the Federal Government may
be intruding into the domestic relations area through some of the provisions of H.R. 4325 which
are aimed at enforcing child support orders, see infra notes 136-49 and accompanying text.
134. Statement on Signing the Social Services Amendments of 1974, 1 PUB. PAPERS 14
(Jan. 4, 1975). Part of President Ford's concern about some of the provisions of title IV-D probably arose because the whole domestic relations area has traditionally been reserved to state jurisdiction and, as one court observed, federal courts have deferred to state expertise in such matters:
There are many criteria to be considered in child support cases, such as the standard of
living, employment and wages of the father, most of which are intimate to the parties and
dependent upon the particular conditions existing in the area where the parties reside.
State courts deal with these problems daily and have developed an expertise that should
discourage the intervention of federal courts. As a matter of policy and comity, these local
problems should be decided in state courts. Domestic relations is a field peculiarly suited to
state regulation and control and peculiarly unsuited to control by the federal courts.
Buechold v. Ortiz, 401 F.2d 371, 373 (9th Cir. 1968).
135. The writings of James Madison, one of the Framers of the Constitution, provide the
philosophical
basis for the
textual assertion. As James Madison wrote:
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the federal government's intrusions into an area traditionally reserved
to the states, through H.R. 4325, erode this scheme in disregard of the
Framers' intent. There appears to be, therefore, more than a possibility
that some of the provisions of H.R. 4325 will be the subject of constitutional challenges.
2.

The Right to Privacy

A Parent Locator Service (PLS), whether state or federal, provides child support enforcement agencies with information about an obligor. A state PLS obtains information by searching state and local
records and contacting an obligor's friends, relatives, and employers,
while the federal PLS requests other federal agencies to search their
internal records for information regarding an obligor.'" 6 Title IV-D allowed states only limited access to the federal PLS.1 37 H.R. 4325 has,
however, extended state access to the federal PLS. A state must no
longer exhaust its own PLS resources before requesting a concurrent
search on the federal level.1 38 Consequently, H.R. 4325 creates a nationwide information service, which necessarily raises constitutional
questions about intrusions into an obligor's privacy.
In the past, all outright attempts to establish such a broad information system for other purposes have been congressionally vetoed.1" 9
Ironically, through the PLS, such a comprehensive information bank
already exists. The Office of Child Support Enforcement has promul-

The two great points of difference between a Democracy and a Republic are, first, the
delegation of the Government, in the latter, to a small number of citizens elected by the
rest: secondly, the greater number of citizens, and greater sphere of country, over which
the latter may be extended.

• . . By enlarging too much the number of electors, you render the representative too
little acquainted with all their local circumstances and lesser interests; as by reducing it too
much, you render him unduly attached to these, and too little fit to comprehend and pursue
great and national objects. The Federal Constitution forms a happy combination in this
respect; the great and aggregate interests being referred to the national, the local and
particular, to the state legislatures.
THE FEDERALIST No. 10, at 62-63 (J. Madison) (J. Cooke ed. 1st paperback ed. 1982) (emphasis
added).
136. For a more detailed description of both the federal and state PLS systems, see supra
note 25.
137. Under title IV-D, a state could only request help from the federal PLS after the exhaustion of all state child support locator resources. See 42 U.S.C. § 653(0 (1982) (amended
1984).
138. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 653(f) (West Supp. 1985).
139. Krause, supra note 104, at 116-17. Congress has consistently rejected such proposals
despite the claims of vigorous proponents who contend that such a system would be effective in
controlling crime and illegal immigration. Id.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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gated regulations prohibiting disclosure of information unless directly
necessary for the administration of welfare and related programs, or
for official investigations connected with such programs.140 Nevertheless, opportunities for abuse are still abundant, mainly because of the
wording of the regulations, which seemingly invites such abuse.""
Nothing forbids other state and federal agencies from tapping into the
PLS, provided such entities claim a tangentially-related necessity to do
so. Thus, even with nondisclosure regulations, it is questionable
whether an obligor's privacy rights will truly be protected because
other state and federal agencies may be able to utilize the PLS if they
present an adequate reason for doing so.
Similarly, the H.R. 4325 requirement that credit reporting agencies be informed, upon request, when an obligor has child support arrearages exceeding one thousand dollars 42 may also be violative of an
obligor's privacy rights. No matter how reprehensible an obligor may
be, he still has privacy interests, including the right not to have his
personal affairs made known to any agency which requests such financial information. Like the PLS, this provision seems to encourage
abuse. Additionally, under H.R. 4325, states may, at their own discretion, inform requesting credit agencies that an obligor's support debts
are less than one thousand dollars.' 4 3 If the federal government condones this, perhaps it will also condone the release of support arrearage
information to other agencies, thereby creating additional infringements upon an obligor's privacy rights.

140. See 42 U.S.C. § 602(a)(9) (1982) (amended 1984). Basically, these requirements were
originally promulgated to effect nondisclosure in the administration of the AFDC program. Id.
However, they have since been extended to cover any information which is obtained through PLS
use. Krause, supra note 104, at 115.
141. Specifically, the regulations provide, in relevant part, that the disclosure must be restricted to:
[Plurposes directly connected with . . . any investigation, prosecution, or criminal or civil
proceeding, conducted in connection with the administration of any [welfare or related
programs], . . . any audit or similar activity conducted in connection with the administration of any such plan or program by any governmental entity which is authorized by law to
conduct such audit or activity . ...
42 U.S.C. § 602(a)(9) (1982) (emphasis added).
142. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(7) (West Supp. 1985). It is interesting that one House representative felt that such measures are necessary to prevent obligors from contracting for more debt
when they are already indebted in child support arrearages. 129 CONG. REc. H9975 (daily ed.
Nov. 16, 1983) (statement of Rep. Campbell). It is, therefore, questionable whether this provision
was actually directed toward coercing payment of child support, or whether it was instead intended as a punitive-type measure to deny obligors the finer things in life.
143. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(7) (West Supp. 1985). An obligor may also have property interests at stake. If information of an obligor's support arrearages is released to credit agencies, the
agencies will likely discourage the issuance of credit. It therefore becomes possible that the obligor
may be by
prevented
from securing
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Procedural Due Process

A number of the provisions of H.R. 4325 require states to afford
an obligor procedural due process protections while implementing payment-coercing measures. 14 4 These provisions do not, however, specify
what procedural process is due the obligor. Consequently, because obligors may claim that the methods utilized in administering the provisions are violative of their due process rights, litigation is a distinct
possibility.
For example, potential procedural due process violations exist regarding the requirement that states adopt "expedited processes," 145
whether quasi-judicial or administrative, to ensure that child support
actions are expeditiously processed. However, the 1984 amendments do
not require that decisions resulting from the use of these expedited
processes be subject to court review.1 46 Moreover, states are not directed to establish any specific procedures to ensure that obligors receive due process protection. While several states have already developed administrative or quasi-judicial systems, many of these systems do
not afford even some of the basic procedural protections that are available in judicial proceedings. 4 7 Nevertheless, such systems have received congressional approval,"4 8 although it is questionable whether
the parties' procedural due process rights, including the right to a "fair
trial," have been adequately protected." 9
Successful challenges have been brought against the federal tax
refund intercept provision of title IV-D on the grounds that it is violative of an obligor's procedural due process rights. For example, the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit recently upheld

144. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C.A. § 664(a)(3)(A) (West Supp. 1985) (notice and opportunity to
contest required before obligor's federal tax refund may be intercepted); id. § 666(a)(3)(A) (full
compliance with procedural due process required before state tax refunds may be intercepted); id.
§ 666(a)(6) (procedural due process required before obligor may be required to post bond or give
other security); id. § 666(a)(7) (procedural due process required before information may be released to credit agencies); id. § 666(b)(4) (procedural due process required before income withholding may begin).
145. See id. § 666(a)(2).
146. See id. It is noteworthy that the Senate unsuccessfully proposed that all determinations
made through the use of expedited processes be subject to trial court review. SENATE REPORT,
supra note 10, at 2425. The Senate was equally unsuccessful in its attempt to provide for, at
either party's request, appellate review of trial court decisions. Id.
147. Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3058-59. For example, under some of these
systems, there is no right to discovery, to subpoena evidence or witnesses, or to sworn testimony.
Id. at 3059.
148. SENATE REPORT, supra note 10, at 2425.
149. There is little, for example, to deter an obligee from understating his or her assets and
income, while overstating his or her expenses, when there are no provisions for sworn testimony or
discovery. See Dodson & Horowitz, supra note 30, at 3059.
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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a lower court's ruling that the intercept measure violated an obligor's
due process rights because notice and hearing requirements were not
met.1 50 According to the Second Circuit, obligors are entitled to notice
of possible defenses and a meaningful opportunity to assert those de15
fenses before the IRS intercepts their tax refunds. 1
Similarly, in Marcello v. Regan,152 a federal district court ruled
that the refund intercept provision deprived obligors of a property interest without adequate due process protections. Relying upon Matthews v. Eldridge,153 where the Supreme Court mandated some form of
hearing before deprivation of an individual's property interests, the
Marcello court stated:
[T]his is not the grievous type of privation which would require a fullblown hearing. The circumstances do, however, warrant some opportunity for affected individuals to meet in a somewhat structured setting
with a representative of the Bureau [of Family Support and Domestic
Relations] who possesses the authority to take meaningful action under
the circumstances. . . . The purpose of such a hearing would be, of
course, to minimize the possibility that a wrongful deprivation will occur.
Where, as here, the risk of aleatory harm can be appreciably lessened by
easily-implemented
state action, the scales tip inexorably in favor of the
54
claimants.1

To remedy the inadequacy of the pre-intercept procedures, the
Marcello court directed that in future cases the state must issue a written notice to an obligor which delineates, in clear and concise language,
possible defenses to the intercept.1 55 The court further stated that
"[w]hile the review need not rise to the dignity of a plenary adjudicative hearing, the procedure must permit each complainant personally to
appear, to present relevant documentary evidence, and to examine the
materials upon which the Bureau relied in making the certification. ' 15
Consequently, based on the Nelson and Marcello decisions, it appears that other courts, in dealing with challenges to some of the provi-

150. Nelson v. Regan, 731 F.2d 105 (2d Cir. 1984), affg 560 F. Supp. 1101 (D. Conn.
1983), cert. denied, 105 S. Ct. 175 (1984).
151. Nelson, 731 F.2d at 110. See also Nelson v. Regan, 560 F. Supp. 1101, 1106-09 (D.
Conn. 1983) (district court explanation of why procedural due process rights of obligors were
violated by procedures used to intercept federal tax refunds).
152. 574 F. Supp. 586, 595-98 (D. R.I. 1983).
153. 424 U.S. 319 (1976).
154. Marcello, 574 F. Supp. at 598 (citations omitted).
155. Id. at 599.
156. Id. The court asserted that written submissions alone would be inadequate to ensure
procedural due process protections, given the "probably low educational level of the majority of
individuals affected as well as their likely inability to procure assistance to dispute such claims."
Id. at by
598.eCommons, 1985
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sions of H.R. 4325, may likewise require title IV-D agencies to provide
more than the fundamental due process protections to contesting obligors. While it is not clear whether subsequent court decisions will require procedural protections to rise to the level of those specified in
Marcello, it is clear that many of the provisions of H.R. 4325 must be
administered in "full compliance with all procedural due process requirements."15 7 This language, however, fails to specify what constitutes "full compliance." It invites infringement upon both obligee and
obligor rights because states, while claiming the necessity of expediency
and cost-efficiency, may attempt to comply with the due process requirements in a rudimentary fashion only.
Although there are obvious problems with H.R. 4325, it was a
well-received alternative to title IV-D, and supporters are optimistic
that it will increase child support order compliance. Whether it will
fulfill its expectations remains to be seen. However, until H.R. 4325 is
constitutionally challenged and statistics capable of measuring its effectiveness become available, states must restructure their current child
support enforcement programs to achieve compliance with the federal
legislation. In response to H.R. 4325 and the growing problem of support order noncompliance, the Ohio General Assembly recently attempted to meet the mandates of H.R. 4325 through its enactment of
House Bill 614.158
IV.

H. 614: OHIO'S RESPONSE TO ECONOMIC

CHILD ABUSE

The effective collection of child support in Ohio, like that of the
nation as a whole,1 59 has been hindered by the high incidence of noncompliance with court orders for support. According to a state legislative fact-finding report, 160 the noncompliance rate in Ohio counties varies between forty-six percent' 6 ' and sixty-four percent," 2 while the
noncompliance rate in Aid to Families with Dependent Children

See. e.g., 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(b)(4)(a) (West Supp. 1985). See also supra note 144.
Act of Jan. 8, 1985, 1984 Ohio Legis. Serv. 5-909 (Baldwin) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of chs. 21, 23, 31, and 41 OHIO REV. CODE ANN. (Page Supp. 1984)).
159. See generally THE PARENTAL CHILD-SUPPORT OBLIGATION (J. Cassetty ed. 1983);
Krause, supra note 29, at 12; Wallop, The Last Campaign-Child Support and Poverty, 1983
DET. C.L. REV. 1467 (1983); Woods, Child Support: A National Disgrace, 17 CLEARINGHOUSE
REV. 538, 538-39 (1983); Comment, Garnishment of Wages To Enforce Child Support-A New
Remedy for an Old Problem, 15 ST. MARY'S L.J. 381, 381-84 (1982).
157.
158.

160.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON CHILD SUPPORT CASES AND PAYMENTS, OHIO LEGISLA-

R-i 15-1489 (Jan. 31, 1984) (A. Laubach) [hereinafter cited as OHIO STATISTICAL INFORMATION] (on file with University of Dayton Law Review).
TIVE SERV. COMM'N

161. Id. at 6 (report from Clark County). This percentage was arrived at by dividing the
number of active cases (5037) by the number of delinquent cases (2315) existing at the same
time. Id.
162. Id. at 5 (report from Mahoning County).
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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(AFDC) cases handled by the state has exceeded ninety-two percent. 163

Compounding the problem of noncompliance is the rise in the number
of AFDC recipients,16 4 as well as an increase in the amount of divorces
necessitating support orders. 165
Commentators agree that noncompliance with support orders is
due to the lack of adequate enforcement and information-compilation
procedures at the state level.' 6 6 They also agree that strengthening
these procedures could increase compliance with child support orders. 167 Cognizant of these views, the Ohio General Assembly enacted
a bill which amends Ohio's prior scheme of child support enforcement. 6 8 House Bill 614 (H. 614)169 substantially alters prior law by
requiring courts to order wage withholding with each order for child
support. 170 It also changes the method by which statistics on child support enforcement are compiled and disseminated.' 7 '
Although H. 614 makes improvements which will likely increase
compliance with support orders, it leaves unchanged the standards used
by courts to determine the amounts to be awarded in support
cases-standards that have given rise to inadequate awards in many
instances. It also fails to address the problem of the absence of support
orders in cases where such an order is warranted. Most significantly, H.
614 fails to comply with all of the requirements of the new federal
law. 17 Thus, Ohio may lose a portion of the federal funds designated
for its AFDC program unless further changes in the state law are
made.
The remainder of this note will compare the amendments promul163. Id. at 2. The percentage was arrived at by dividing the total number of cases (342,265)
by the number of cases that were delinquent with payments (316,201).
164. STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES, 1985, at 380 (10th ed. 1984) (chart
no. 640). The number of AFDC recipients rose from 577,700 in 1975 to 608,900 in 1982, an
increase of 8.2%. The corresponding population increase between 1970 and 1980 was only 1.3%.
Id. at 13 (chart no. 12).
165. Id. at 82 (chart no. 122). Divorces rose from 39,300 in 1970 to 58,800 in 1980, an
increase of 32%.
166. See, e.g.. Krause, supra note 29, at 13-19.
167. Id. at 117.
168. Act of Jan. 8, 1985, 1984 Ohio Legis. Serv. 5-909 (Baldwin) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of chs. 21, 23, 31, and 41 OHIO REV. CODE ANN. (Page Supp. 1984)).
169. Id.
170. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.21 (Page Supp. 1984). For a discussion of the wage
withholding provisions, see infra notes 179-98 and accompanying text.
171. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2301.41 (Page Supp. 1984). For a discussion on the data
dissemination provisions, see infra notes 211-15 and accompanying text.
172. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305
(currently codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)). Specifically, Ohio fails to
comply with at least four provisions of the 1984 amendments. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(1), (3),
(7), (8) (West Supp. 1985). For a discussion on Ohio's deficiencies in complying with the 1984
amendments,
see infra notes
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gated by H. 614 with Ohio's prior statutory scheme and with the requirements of the federal law. Included in this comparison is an explanation of the amendments enacted under H. 614, as well as a
discussion of the probable impact that the law will have on the
problems incident to child support enforcement. In addition, this note
will propose improvements that should be made to Ohio's current child
support law.
V.

H. 614

AND PRIOR OHIO LAW COMPARED

House Bill 614 (H. 614) 111 was created with the twin objectives of
increasing compliance with child support orders and bringing existing
Ohio law into conformity with federal law. 174 The Act makes four major revisions of Ohio law in order to effectuate these purposes. These
revisions include: (1) automatic income withholding orders with each
order for support; 175 (2) the charging of all legal costs against obligors
found liable for nonsupport;176 (3) a new provision for the health care
needs of the child under the order of support;177 and (4) a revision in
the method of compiling and disseminating child support statistics. 178
The first revision requires that each court order for support must
be accompanied by an order for the withholding of support from the
wages, workers' compensation payments, or financial fund accounts of
the obligor.179 Under the prior law, courts, after being notified by a
bureau of support that an obligor was delinquent in support payments,
could order the obligor's employer to withhold the amount of support
from the obligor's wages.' H. 614 alters this by allowing the courts to
order withholding of wages simultaneously with the initial support order, and by expanding the number of wage sources from which support
may be withheld.' 8 1 This has been accomplished through a virtual rewriting of section 3113.21 of the Ohio Revised Code.
Under the amendments to section 3113.21, the court ordering support is required to hold a hearing to determine the employment status
of the obligor.1 8 The court is also required to determine whether the
173. Act of Jan. 8, 1985, 1984 Ohio Legis. Serv. 5-909 (Baldwin) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of chs. 21, 23, 31, and 41 OHIo REV. CODE ANN. (Page Supp. 1984)).
174. Interview with Rep. David Hartley, Ohio state representative and sponsor of H. 614, in
Columbus, Ohio (Feb. 6, 1985) [hereinafter cited as Hartley interview] (on file with University of
Dayton Law Review).
175. See infra notes 179-202 and accompanying text.
176. See infra notes 203-06 and accompanying text.
177. See infra notes 207-10 and accompanying text.
178. See infra notes 211-12 and accompanying text.
179. OHIo REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.21(B) (Page Supp. 1984).
180. Id.§ 3113.21(A) (Page 1980) (amended 1984).
181. Id. § 3113.21(A) (Page Supp. 1984).
182. Id.§ 3113.21(B).
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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obligor is receiving workers' compensation payments, and whether the
obligor has funds deposited in a financial institution. 183 If it is determined that the obligor is employed, the court is required to issue a
mandatory order to the employer to withhold the requisite amount of
support from the obligor's wages.' 8 ' If the obligor is unemployed and
receiving workers' compensation payments, the statute mandates that
the bureau of workers' compensation be ordered to withhold the
amounts due for support from its payments to the obligor. 185 When the
obligor is neither employed nor receiving workers' compensation benefits, the court must either order financial institutions in which the obligor has funds on deposit to withhold the amount of support from these
1 87
accounts, 18 6 or it must order the obligor to post bond with the court.
Provisional orders must be issued by the court in certain circumstances.1 88 Such orders are to be issued when the obligor and the obligee have entered into a written agreement for a schedule of payments,
and the county bureau of support oversees the performance of the
agreement. 89 As with mandatory orders, the employer, the workers'
compensation bureau, or the financial institution will receive notice
from the court of their responsibility to withhold funds.' 90 However,
these orders are provisional in that no funds are to be withheld until it
is established that the obligor is delinquent in payments and the court
instructs the appropriate parties to begin withholding.1 9'

183. Id. The court is to determine the amount of funds on deposit with the financial institution. "Financial institution" is defined to include banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions, regulated investment companies, and mutual funds. Id. § 3113.21(L).
184. Id. § 3113.21 (B)(l)(a). The amount withheld under any of the withholding orders is to
be sent to the clerk of the common pleas court or to the bureau of support, whichever is specified
in the withholding order. Employers who have more than one employee with wages to be withheld
may combine all payments with a list of the obligors and the amount attributable to each. Employers may take as a charge for performing withholding one dollar or one percent of the amount
withheld, whichever is greater, from the employee's paycheck, but not from the support withheld.
Id. § 3113.21(D). Financial institutions may take one dollar, or their lowest service charge, whichever is less. Id. Withholding orders have priority over any order of attachment, order in aid of
execution, and any other legal process issued under state law against the earnings, payments, and
accounts of the obligor. Id. § 3113.21(E).
185. Id. § 3113.21(B)(l)(b). H. 614 is deficient in that it does not impose a similar requirement upon self-insured employers.
186. Id. § 3113.21(B)(1)(c)(i).
187. Id. § 3113.21(B)(1)(c)(ii). The bond is to be set by the court at not less than $500 and
not more than $1000. The court approves the sureties, so long as the person promises to make
payments as previously ordered. Id.
188. Id. § 3113.21(B)(2).
189. Id.
190. Id. § 3113.21(B)(2)(i)-(iii).
191. Id. The activation process by which provisional orders become final occurs as follows:
Notice is sent by the obligee to the bureau of support, indicating that the obligor is in default of
payment
under the agreed
schedule. The bureau, upon determining that the obligor has been in
Published
by eCommons,
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Section 3113.21 specifies that when mandatory or provisional orders are issued by the court, the amount withheld is to be, as far as
practicable, equal to the amount of support ordered.' 92 The employer,
the bureau, and the financial institution are required to notify the court
of any change in the obligor's status. 193 The obligor must also notify
the court of any such change,"" and may request that the court, in
view of the change in circumstances, modify its prior withholding
1 95
order.
Two exemptions from the wage withholding requirement of the
statute are provided under section 3113.21.96 The first exemption
arises when the obligor and the obligee enter into a written agreement
containing a schedule of payments that is not under the supervision of a
bureau of support.' 97 In such cases, the obligor may be required to post
bond with the court.' 98 The second exemption comes into play when the
obligor is unemployed, is not receiving workers' compensation payments, does not have funds in a financial institution, and is unable to
post bond with the court. 199 In these situations, the obligor is required
to notify the court of any change in his or her financial or employment
20 0
status.
H. 614 enforces the provisions of section 3113.21 against employ-

default, notifies the court of the default. Id. § 2301.371(B)(1). The court sends notice to the party
to whom a provisional order had been sent to immediately commence withholding. A copy of this
notice is sent to the obligor which includes a conspicuous notice to the obligor that he or she may,
within seven days after receiving the notice, request a hearing to contest the activation order based
on a mistake of fact. Id. § 3113.21(B)(2)(b). This hearing is scheduled at the earliest possible
date and is limited to the question of mistake of fact. If mistake of fact is found, the activation
order is cancelled and a new order issued. Id.
192. Id. § 3113.21(B)(1)(a)-(c)(i), 3113.21(B)(2)(a)(i)-(iii). However, the amount withheld cannot exceed the maximum amount permitted under § 303(b) of the Consumer Credit Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1673(b)(2) (1982). Id.
193. OHIo REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.21(B) (Page Supp. 1984). This includes notice of
change in employment, change in the amount of payments received from the workers' compensation bureau, and a change in the amount and status of funds on deposit in a financial institution.
Id.
194. Id. Similarly, the court is required to give service of notice of an order to the obligor,
the obligor's employer, the workers' compensation bureau, the financial institutions in which the
obligor has deposited funds and, in the case of provisional orders, the county bureau of support.
Id. § 3113.21(H). This notice must be given by personal service or certified mail, return receipt
requested, and is to be sent to the addressee at his or her last known address or, in the case of a
corporation, to its usual place of business. Id. § 3113.21(F).
195. Id. § 3113.21(H).
196. Id. § 3113.21(C), (G)(2).
197. Id. § 3113.21(C).
198. Id. However, if the party entitled to support requests that the county bureau of support
take over administration of the schedule of payments, the court must hold a hearing pursuant to §
3113.21(B) and issue either a mandatory or provisional order under that section. ld.
199. Id. § 3113.21(G)(2).
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
200. Id.
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ers and financial institutions that fail to comply with the withholding
order by holding them liable for the amounts ordered withheld.2 °1 In
addition, courts may impose a fine of up to two hundred dollars on
employers and financial institutions that disobey the order, or fail to
notify the court of changes in the obligor's circumstances. 202
The second major revision under H. 614 was made in recognition
of the fact that obligees are often prevented from enforcing support
orders because of prohibitive legal costs.2 0 3 The Act removes the court's
discretion to award legal costs, and instead requires the court to charge
obligors, who are found guilty of nonsupport,2 0 ' with all reasonable
court costs and attorney's fees.20 5 In addition, this requirement also applies when the obligor is found in contempt of court for defaulting on
child support payments.20 6
The third revision under the Act is a change in the provision for
the health care needs of the child. Under former section 3109.05,207 the
court was required to include in its order for support the requirement
that one of the parents subscribe to a hospital plan on behalf of the
child. 208 Amended section 3109.05209 eliminates the hospital service
plan requirement and instead mandates that one or both of the parents
provide for the health care needs of the child to the satisfaction of the
court.2 10 This change releases the court from the restrictiveness of the
prior law because it allows for consideration of the peculiar health care
needs of each child and the fashioning of an appropriate solution in
each situation.
The last major revision effectuated by H. 614 changes the method
of compiling and disseminating child support statistics. One cause often
cited for noncompliance with support orders is that government agencies often operate without the proper information needed to enforce orders efficiently.2 1 ' According to an Ohio legislative fact-finding report,
statistics on child support are either virtually impossible to find, are in
no cohesive order, or are inadequate in scope of material.2 12

Id. § 3113.21(J).
Id.
See Hartley interview, supra note 174.
204. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2919.21 (Page Supp. 1984). A violation of this section is a
first degree misdemeanor. Id. § 2919.21(D).
205. Id. § 2919.21(D).
206. Id. § 3109.05(C).
207. Id. § 3109.05 (Page 1980) (amended 1984).
208. Id.
209. Id. § 3109.05 (Page Supp. 1984).
210. Id. § 3109.05(6).
211. See Krause, supra note 29, at 13-19.
201.
202.
203.
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H. 614 makes no revision in the type of information required to be
gathered or in the order in which it is to be kept. 13 Amended section
2301.41,14 however, requires all child support statistics to be forwarded to the clerk of the court of common pleas of each county not
21
With this
later that thirty days after the last day of the quarter.
procedure, H. 614 guarantees a regular influx of information to courts
and agencies and helps to alleviate the problems encountered with locating statistics.
VI.

A

COMPARISON OF

H. 614

WITH THE FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

The enactment of House Bill 614 (H. 614)216 was motivated by
the high rate of delinquency in child support payments and the need for
2 17 States can
compliance with the requirements of the new federal law.
lose from one to two percent of their federal Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) assistance upon the first finding of noncompliance by the secretary of the Treasury, two to three percent on the
second instance, and three to five percent on the third and subsequent
instances.2 1 Statistics reveal that Ohio could lose from fifty to one hundred thousand dollars of federal aid upon the first finding of noncompliance and up to two hundred and fifty thousand dollars upon the
third. 21 9 Therefore, Ohio has a substantial interest in complying with
the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984 (Child Support
Amendments). 22 0 Unfortunately, the provisions of H. 614 do not conform with all of the federal requirements.
The Child Support Amendments require each state to enact cer213. See OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2301.41 (Page 1981 & Supp. 1984). The type of statistics required to be compiled are (1) the number of support orders administered, (2) the number of
defaults, and (3) the disposition of cases involving the enforcement of support orders. Id. §
2301.41 (Page Supp. 1984). In addition, bureaus of support are to "maintain records listing the
date a support order was entered, the amount of any payment made under it, the date on which
payments are required to be made, . . . and the current records of payment and disbursements."
Id. § 2301.35(C) (Page Supp. 1984).
214. Id. § 2301.41 (Page Supp. 1984).
215. Id. "'[Clalendar quarter' means the three-month period ending on the last day of
March, June, September, or December." Id. The section also adds the requirement that statistics
be gathered each calendar quarter. Id.
216. Act of Jan. 8, 1985, 1984 Ohio Legis. Serv. 5-909 (Baldwin) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of chs. 21, 23, 31, and 41 OHIO REV. CODE ANN. (Page Supp. 1984)).
217. Hartley interview, supra note 174. For an in-depth discussion of the federal requirements, see supra notes 49-85 and accompanying text.
218. 42 U.S.CA. § 603(b)(3), 603(h)(1)(A)-(C) (West Supp. 1985).
219. S. REP. No. 387, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 22 (1984) (Table 9: Incentive Payments to
States and Localities for AFDC Collections, Fiscal Years 1979-83), reprinted in 1984 U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS 2397, 2418. These figures were arrived at by multiplying the percentage of
penalty times the incentive payment paid to Ohio in 1983 ($5,010,000).
220. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
(currently codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)).
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tain child support enforcement procedures with respect to cases falling
under title IV-D of the Social Security Act of 1935.21 These enforcement procedures include (1) mandatory income withholding, (2) liens
against real and personal property for the amounts of overdue support,
(3) interception of an obligor's state income tax refunds, (4) expedited
processes within the judicial system for determining paternity and for
obtaining as well as enforcing child support orders, (5) the posting of
bond by obligors with a history of default on support payments, and (6)
the provision of information to consumer credit agencies upon request
concerning arrearages of more than one thousand dollars."' 2 Federal
law requires "substantial compliance" with these provisions, 223 although the meaning of "substantial compliance" is not entirely clear.
Exemption from the requirements of the Child Support Amendments is
allowed if the state can prove to the federal agency that the required
procedure(s) will not improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
state program. 22 ' Therefore, it appears that if the state is unable to
meet the test of this exception, "substantial compliance" in essence requires complete compliance.
H. 614 complies with three of the requirements of the Child Support Amendments. First, H. 614, complies with the requirement that
obligors with a history of delinquency post bond with the court.2 25 The
bond is posted in order to secure the obligation owed by the obligor,
and may be ordered by the court when the obligor is unable to pay the
22 6
obligation through other means.
Second, H. 614 apparently meets the expedited processes requirement.2 27 While it is difficult to determine what is meant by "expedited
processes," Ohio appears to fulfill this requirement through its system
for collection and enforcement of support, which is conducted princi-

221. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(l)-(8) (West Supp. 1985).
222. Id. § 666(a)(1)-(5),(7). See also supra notes 49-79 and accompanying text. The 1984
amendments also require procedures for the establishment of paternity before the child turns 18.
42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(6) (West Supp. 1985). In addition, the 1984 Amendments require states to
establish guidelines for determining child support award amounts. Id. § 667. See supra notes
49-53 and accompanying text. Ohio appears to fulfill this requirement through the provision of
guidelines under Ohio Revised Code § 3109.05. See Ohio REv. CODE ANN. § 3109.05(A) (Page
Supp. 1984). For a discussion of the Ohio guideline provisions, see infra notes 278-95 and accompanying text.
223. S. REP. No. 387, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 3, reprinted in 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD.
NEws 2397, 2400.
224. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(d) (West Supp. 1985).
225. Id. § 666(a)(6). See supra note 48.
226. See OHIo REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.21(B)(1)(c)(ii), (C), (G)(I) (Page Supp. 1984).
227. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(2) (West Supp. 1985). See supra notes 58-62 and accompanying
text. by eCommons, 1985
Published
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pally through the county bureaus of support2 2 8 Furthermore, Ohio continues to allow court review of agency decisions, as required by the
Child Support Amendments.2 2 9 Because the Child Support Amendments do not mandate particular procedures that states must follow,
the requirement seemingly will be met in Ohio so long as the state has
some type of uniform system for enforcement and for determining
23 0
paternity.
Finally, the Ohio law meets the federal requirement for the imposition of liens against real and personal property. Specifically, H. 614
provides that after receiving notice of the failure of the court to hold a
hearing for wage withholding, and after the court fails to withhold or
has found that withholding would not insure payment, 23 1 the obligee
may petition the bureau of support or, in the instance of the unavailability of a county bureau, the county prosecutor, to begin an action to
obtain a judgment against the obligor.23 2 A judgment may be obtained
for the enforcement of an execution against the property 233 or the person of the obligor.2 34 Additionally, the agency may move for the attachment of the property of the obligor.2 36 Thus, the federal requirement is
clearly met.
H. 614 does, however, fail to meet other procedures mandated by
the federal law. First, H. 614 falls short of meeting the demands of the
federal law for wage withholding. 3 6 Under the Child Support Amendments, withholding must occur without amendment of the order or further action by the court. 23 7 In contrast, H. 614 allows for the institution
of provisional orders that may only be activated by further order of the
court.2 38 Although the bill provides for mandatory withholding, the existence of provisional orders causes Ohio not to be in compliance with
the federal requirement. Additionally, while the Child Support Amend-

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2301.35 (Page Supp. 1984); see also OHIO LEGISLATIVE
H.B. 614 (As REPORTED BY THE S. JUDICIARY) 3 (1984)
(on file with University of Dayton Law Review).
229. OHIo REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.07 (Page 1980) (amended 1984). See supra note 59
and accompanying text.
230. See S. REP. No. 387, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 29, reprinted in 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. &
AD. NEws 2397, 2425.
231. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §§ 2301.37(C), 2301.371(B) (Page Supp. 1984).
232. Id. § 2301.38.
233. Id. § 2301.38(A)(1).
234. Id. § 2301.38(A)(2).
235. Id. § 2301.38(A)(4).
236. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 66(b) (West Supp. 1985). See supra notes 63-69 and accompanying text.
237. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(b)(2) (West Supp. 1985).
238. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.21(B)(2)(b) (Page Supp. 1984). See supra notes
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
188-91 and accompanying text.
228.
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ments require that all title IV-D cases receive withholding orders, 39
H. 614 provides for an exemption from withholding in certain
circumstances.2 4 °
Second, H. 614 makes no provision for the withholding of a delinquent obligor's tax refund payments, as required by the Child Support
Amendments. 24 1 Such a provision was considered at the time of the
Ohio Act's conception, but was rejected as too costly in comparison to
the amount of support that might be collected through utilization of
such a provision. 24 2 However, new legislation has been introduced
which, if passed into law, would probably comply with this requirement.24 3 Although compliance is the major concern, a second reason for
the support of this legislation is that some legislators view this procedure as a method for compiling information on the location and employment status of obligors, thus justifying the cost that will be
244
incurred.

239. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(b)(1) (West Supp. 1985).
240. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.21(C), (G)(2) (Page Supp. 1984). See supra notes
196-200 and accompanying text. H. 614 has been challenged in federal court for not meeting the
federal requirement that the court find an arrearage on the part of the obligor before withholding
wages. See Huba v. Flannigan, No. C85-742 (N.D. Ohio filed Mar. 15, 1985) (on file with University of Dayton Law Review). However, this challenge is based on a misstatement of the requirement. The federal statute states that the parent becomes subject to withholding on the earliest of (A) the date on which the absent parent has failed to make payments under such order that
are at least equal to the support payable for one month; (B) the date as of which the absent parent
requests that such withholding begin; or (C) such earlier date as the state may select. 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 666(b)(3)(A)-(C) (West Supp. 1985). The Senate report on this portion of the 1984 amendments commented on subsection (C) as follows:
States retain the discretion which they have under current law to begin withholding at any
earlier time. The Committee heard extensive testimony to the effect that there are significant benefits to early withholding. As far as the custodial parent is concerned, that parent
will be able to count on receiving the support payment without extensive delays. The absent
parent will not accrue large arrearages which are often difficult or impossible to pay. The
Committee also heard testimony in support of allowing absent parents to request withholding to begin before any arrearage develops. When such a system is in effect, the withholding procedure does not carry with it the stigma that may be attached when withholding
occurs only after there are arrearages.
S. REP. No. 387, 98th Cong., Ist Sess. 28, reprinted in 1984 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS
2397, 2424.
241. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(3) (West Supp. 1985).
242. Hartley interview, supra note 174.
243. House Bill 509, which is proposed legislation designed to bring Ohio law within the
requirements of the federal law, has been introduced into the Ohio House of Representatives by
the sponsor of H. 614, Rep. David Hartley. See Legis-Letter, 58 OHIo ST. B.A. REP. 922, 925
(1985). According to Rep. Hartley, the proposed bill is designed to bring H. 614 into compliance
with federal law by making provision for wage withholding for pre-April 15, 1985, arrearages.
Additionally, the bill will probably incorporate the tax refund intercept requirement and will set
up a mechanism by which consumer credit agencies can receive information concerning support
arrearages in excess of $1000. Telephone interview with Rep. David Hartley, Ohio House of Representatives, Columbus, Ohio (Sept. 9, 1985) (on file with University of Dayton Law Review).
Published by
1985 supra note 174.
244.eCommons,
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The last requirement with which H. 614 fails to comply is informational in nature. Under federal law, the states must make available,
to consumer credit agencies that request it, information concerning
child support arrearages in excess of one thousand dollars.2 45 H. 614
does not comply with this requirement because there is not an affirmative duty to provide the information directly to consumer credit agencies that request it, nor is there a requirement to collect such
information 246
In summary, H. 614 fails to meet several of the requirements
mandated by the Child Support Amendments. Unless further changes
are implemented, or Ohio meets the "efficiency and effectiveness" exemption,24 7 the state may lose between one to two percent of the federal funds it regularly receives for its AFDC program. 48
VII.

ANALYSIS-OHIO'S CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ACT

A major question arising after the enactment of any law is
whether it will accomplish the purpose for which it was enacted. House
Bill 614 (H. 614)249 was designed to increase the effectiveness of the
enforcement mechanisms for child support and to bring Ohio law into
conformity with the recently enacted Child Support Enforcement
Amendments of 1984.250 Having established that H. 614 does not completely meet the second objective,26 1 the discussion now turns to the
Act's first objective and whether it can be expected to curtail noncompliance with child support orders. To make this determination, it is necessary to examine the causes behind noncompliance and to predict the
effect that H. 614 will have on these causes.
Commentators cite many reasons for the failure of noncustodial
parents to comply with court orders for child support. A major reason
given is the existing trend among some individuals to repudiate personal responsibility for the consequences of their procreative activities.2 52 According to one commentator, this trend may be attributed to
society's liberal notions concerning sex, abortion, and contraception.265
245. 42 U.S.C.A. § 666(a)(7) (West Supp. 1985).
246. See OHIO STATISTICAL INFORMATION, supra note 160, at 6.
247. 42 US.C.A. § 666(B)(6)(d) (West Supp. 1985). See supra note 224 and accompanying text.
248. See supra text accompanying note 219.
249. Act of Jan. 8, 1985, 1984 Ohio Legis. Serv. 5-909 (Baldwin) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of chs. 21, 23, 31, and 41 OHIO REV. CODE ANN. (Page Supp. 1984)).
250. Child Support Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305 (currently
codified at 42 US.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)). See Hartley interview, supra note 174.
251. See supra text accompanying notes 216-48.
252. Cassetty, Emerging Issues in Child-Support Policy and Practice, in THE PARENTAL
CHILD-SUPPORT OBLIGATION 3, 3-4 (J. Cassetty ed. 1983).
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
253. Chambers, Child Support in the Twenty-First Century, in THE PARENTAL CHILD-SUP-
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This liberalization arguably contributes to a departure from the traditional belief that responsibility for the support of children belongs to
both procreative partners, thus making the enforcement of child support more difficult.2 54
Another reason advanced is that in most jurisdictions, including
Ohio, support awards are determined on a case-by-case basis.2 6 5 This
leads to noncompliance because "any divorced person can point to another whose circumstances are similar but who got a better (or worse)
settlement at the hands of the courts."2 56 The result is that obligors
develop a disrespect for the legal system, viewing it as unfair and arbitrary, and react by not complying with the support order.2 5
A third cause cited is the loss of intimacy between the parent and
child due to the divorce or separation. 58 Because of the emotional antagonisms arising from the divorce or separation, and the lack of personal contact with the child, the support obligor loses a sense of "moral
urgency" to pay support and, consequently, ceases to pay it.2 59 This loss
of "moral urgency" is, of course, compounded when the obligor has not
seen or had contact with the child for a long period of time.
Finally, noncompliance may be attributed to the prohibitive legal
costs involved in prosecuting an enforcement order. 60 Statistics demonstrate that women who have less than a high school education, or who
are unwed, or who are black or hispanic encounter the greatest difficulty in enforcing the collection of amounts they are awarded. 261 Correspondingly, the above categories of women are in the lowest income
bracket when compared to all women who have received support or-

283, 285-86 (J. Cassetty ed. 1983).
Id. at 285-86.
255. See OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.05 (Page Supp. 1984).
256. See Cassetty, supra note 252, at 5-6.
257. Id. The author states, "One cannot help but wonder what our record of voluntary
compliance with income-tax laws would look like if tax liability were established on a case-by-case
basis, as is the child-support obligation." Id. at 6.
258. Chambers, supra note 253, at 287.
259. Id.
260. See Katz, A Historical Perspective on Child Support Laws in the United States, in
THE PARENTAL CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION 17, 19 (J. Cassetty ed. 1983). See also Stonder,
Child Support Enforcement and Establishment of Paternity as Tools of Welfare Reform--Social
Services Amendments of 1974, 52 WASH. L. REv. 169, 171-72 (1976).
261. Sorenson & MacDonald, An Analysis of Child-Support Transfers, in THE PARENTAL
CHILD-SUPPORT OBLIGATION 36, 39 (J. Cassetty ed. 1983). The statistical analysis of these commentators reveals that of the women who received child support awards, black women received the
amount awarded them 13.7% of the time, hispanic women 24% of the time, unwed mothers
("never married") 6.3% of the time, and all women with less than 12 years of education 22.6% of
the time. Id. at 39 (table 4-1). In contrast, white women received their awarded amounts at a rate
of 42.6%, women with a divorce decree 51.9%, and those with 12 years of education or more
45.6% by
of eCommons,
the time. Id. 1985
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ders. 26 2 Thus, these women are also the ones who are least able to afford the legal costs incurred in enforcing a support order.
H. 614 addresses certain aspects of each cause for noncompliance.
First, it puts those members of society who wish to deny their responsibility for procreative activities on "notice." A "tough" law such as H.
614, through its mandatory withholding provisions,26 3 informs society
that the law views the abdication of responsibility for procreative activities as unacceptable.
Second, mandatory orders are to be applied uniformly, such that
obligors under similar circumstances are treated equally.26 4 Thus, the
pervasive disrespect for the enforcement system due to the lack of uniformity of awards should be abated. Third, mandatory withholding provisions reduce the number of case-by-case adjudications by making it
unnecessary for obligees to prove that the obligor is in default in order
to acquire a withholding order. The removal of numerous legal steps to
secure compliance also reduces legal costs for the obligee.26 5 In addition, the legal costs of obligees are further defrayed by the Act's provi26
sion requiring delinquent obligors to pay all legal costs.
Finally, H. 614 may have an effect on the problem caused by the
loss of intimacy between parent and child that occurs with the usual
divorce or separation. Under the Act, the location of the obligor is usually known because of the reporting requirements. 6 7 Therefore, it is at
least possible for the obligor's family to locate him or her. Furthermore, H. 614 establishes a financial link between the noncustodial parent and child-a link that hopefully will increase the amount of contact
between them.26 8

262. Id. at 44-45.
263. See supra notes 179-200 and accompanying text. Ohio, however, does not fully comply
with the federal withholding requirements. See supra notes 236-40 and accompanying text.
264. OHto REv. CODE ANN. § 3113.21 (Page Supp. 1984). Uniformity will be achieved
because all employed obligors will have wages withheld and all unemployed obligors will have
support withheld from either their workers' compensation payments, deposits at financial institutions, or through the posting of bond. Id.
265. The Columbus Dispatch, March 24, 1985, at DI, col. 1. This article contained the
following statement by Geraldine Johnson, President of Ohio Association for Children for Enforcement of Support: "We expect this to save months of hearings and legal proceedings and
relieve some of the backlog in our domestic relations courts." Id.
266. See OHio REV. CODE ANN. § 2919.21(a.) (Page Supp. 1984). See supra notes 203-06
and accompanying text.
267. H. 614 requires employers, the workers' compensation bureau, and financial institutions to notify the court of a change in the obigor's financial status as well as requiring the obligor
to notify the court of any change, including change of employment. OHIo REV. CODE ANN. §
3113.21 (B)(a)-(c)(i). See supra notes 193-94 and accompanying text.
268. Unfortunately, H. 614 does not amend the prior statutory scheme in relation to visitation rights. The present statutory language is as follows:
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
The court may make any just and reasonable order or decree permitting any parent who is
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In sum, H. 614 at least touches on some of the causes behind noncompliance, and can be expected to have a significant effect on this
problem.26 9 There are, however, two major issues that H. 614 does not
address: (1) the undervaluing of support orders,"' and (2) the absence
of support orders in cases where they are warranted. 71
A court's "valuation 2' 72 of the amount of support has a great impact on the overall effectiveness of child support law. When judges
overvalue awards, the effect is ostensibly a viable standard of living for
the custodial parent and child; however, there is often a high incidence
of noncompliance because obligors are either unwilling or unable to
pay. Undervaluation, on the other hand, increases compliance, but
greatly lowers the custodial parent and the child's pre-divorce or dissolution standard of living.
Undervaluation occurs more often than overvaluation.17 To illustrate this discrepancy, one need only consider the amounts received by
women who are awarded support pursuant to a divorce or separation
decree. Statistics reveal that support amounts received by these groups
comprise between eighteen to twenty-three percent of their total income.27 4 However, before divorce or dissolution, they may have received half or more of their income from their husbands.2 75 The effect
of losing this support, and receiving an undervalued support award, is a
significant decrease in yearly income.2 76 This may explain why over
half of the children living in families maintained by women without a

deprived of the care, custody, and control of the children to visit them at the time and
under the conditions that the court directs. The court may, upon notice and hearing, make
any modification that it determines just in an order of support of a child or an award of
alimony upon proof that the party subject to the order has been continuously or repeatedly
prevented from exercising a right to visit the child established by an order of court.
OHIO REv. CODE ANN. § 3109.05(B) (Page Supp. 1984). Thus, under the present scheme, courts
can order visitation rights and can enforce them by modifying the support order. Unfortunately,
this provision of the Ohio law may not go far enough in retaining a "link" between the noncustodial parent and child. The objective of noncustodial parent and child interaction could be better
accomplished if Ohio law were modified so as to make the loss of support the penalty for preventing the obligor's exercise of court ordered visitation rights.
269. Hartley interview, supra note 174. Rep. Hartley predicted that compliance with support orders could improve by as much as 50% in Clark County, the county in which he resides.
270. See infra notes 272-95 and accompanying text.
271. See infra notes 296-303 and accompanying text.
272. For purposes of legislation note, the term "valuation" means the dollar amount of support the court requires the obligor to pay within a certain time period.
273. Woods, Child Support: A National Disgrace, 17 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 538 (1983).
See also Weitzman & Dixon, Child Custody Awards: Legal Standards with Empirical Patterns
for Child Custody, Support and Visitation After Divorce, 12 U.C.D. L. REV. 473, 497-99 (1979)
(discussing widespread undervaluation of support awards in southern California).
274. Sorenson & MacDonald, supra note 261, at 41 (table 4-2).
275. Woods, supra note 273, at 540 n.14.
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husband subsist on incomes that are below the federal poverty line.2 77
Although several reasons may be advanced for insufficient support
awards, the most obvious are the criteria utilized by the courts to determine the amounts awarded for child support.
In Ohio, the amount awarded for support is determined on a caseby-case basis and, therefore, is subject to the court's discretion." 8 Although the judge has statutory criteria to follow and is to weigh 'all
relevant factors,' 2 79 the lack of a uniform statewide system which coordinates the use of criteria for setting support awards, can obviously
lead to variance among amounts awarded in Ohio counties.2 80 To prevent such variance, one commentator has suggested the utilization of a
uniform standard for determining support that is based on a minimum
amount that must be awarded.28 1 Such a standard could contribute to
the elimination of case-by-case adjudication, and lead to the uniform
treatment of obligors as well as equitable treatment of obligees. However, a foreseeable problem is that courts might interpret such a standard too strictly and thereby award the minimum amount without consideration of special circumstances that arise in individual cases
justifying a larger award.2 82 Therefore, other commentators have suggested, as a solution to the undervaluation of awards, the alteration of
283
criteria used to determine support.

277. Chambers, supra note 253, at 284.
278. See OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.05 (Page Supp. 1984).
The statutory criteria offered for the judge's consideration are as follows:
(I) the financial resources of the child;
(2) the financial resources and needs of the custodial parent and of the noncustodial
parent, when there is only one custodian;
(3) the standard of living the child would have enjoyed had the marriage continued;
(4) the physical and-emotional condition of the child, and his educational needs;
(5) the financial resources and needs of both parents, when there are joint custodians;
(6) the educational needs of the child and the educational opportunities that would
have been available to the child had the circumstances requiring a court order for the
child's support not arisen.
Id. § 3109.05(A)(1)-(6).
279. Id. § 3109.05(A).
280. See Woods, Child Support: A National Disgrace, 17 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 538
(1983). There is some indication of variance in the amounts of support awarded in Ohio counties.
According to an Ohio Legislative Service Commission statistical report, Mahoning County courts
ordered an average of $120 to $125 per month in 1983. OHIO STATISTICAL INFORMATION, supra
note 160, at 4. In the same year, Clark County reported receiving $74.30 as the amount paid per
transaction. Id. at 6. Although the number reported from Clark County is not of the average
amount ordered per month, it may be indicative of the amount the obligor is required to pay in a
month, and as such, would show a variance between the two counties in the amounts ordered per
month.
281. Cassetty, supra note 252, at 6.
282. Id.
283. See generally id. at 5; Sawhill, Developing Normative Standards for Child Support
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
Payments, in THE PARENTAL CHILD-SUPPORT OBLIGATION 79 (J. Cassetty ed. 1983).
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Currently, the criteria by which states determine amounts of support are based on one of two methods: (1) the cost-sharing approach or
(2) the resource-sharing approach. 8 4 Under the cost-sharing approach,
the criteria for setting support awards are the "fixed measurable costs"
associated with raising children.2 85 These include room, board, and education. When these costs are determined, they are apportioned between the parents. 6
The resource-sharing approach, on the other hand, focuses primarily on the needs of the child and the resources of the parents. 8 7 The
proportioning of the support obligation is determined according to the
parents' resources.28 8 Thus, the difference between the two approaches
is that the cost-sharing approach sets the amount based on the costs
that are expected to be incurred by the child, while the resource-sharing approach establishes an amount based on the present and expected
resources of the parents.
It appears that Ohio attempts to apply both approaches. Section
3109.05 of the Ohio Revised Code 89 mandates that the amounts
awarded be reasonable and necessary, and the courts are to consider all
relevant factors, including the resources of both the custodial and noncustodial parent.2 90 In addition, the needs of the noncustodial parent
and the financial resources of the child are to be considered.2 91 Courts
are also to consider the medical, emotional, and educational needs of
the child, along with the standard of living the child would have enjoyed had the marriage continued. 29 2 However, no mention is made of
whether the support of the child is to be proportioned between the parents on the basis of cost or resources. Apparently such a decision is in
the court's discretion, thus creating the possibility for variance in the
amounts awarded among the courts and for the undervaluation of such
293
awards.
There appears to be no definite solution to this problem. A more
substantial move toward a resource-sharing approach, however, could
improve the situation. According to one commentator, the problem

284. Cassetty, supra note 252, at 5.
285. Id.
286. Id.
287. Id.
288. Id.
289. OHIo REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.05 (Page Supp. 1984).
290. Id. § 3109.05(A)(2). See supra note 278.
291. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.05(A)(1), (2) (Page Supp. 1984).
292. Id. § 3109.05(A)(3), (4), (6).
293. See Woods, supra note 279, at 538. The average amount ordered per case per month
in Mahoning County in 1983 was $120 to $125. Id. at 4. The amount paid per transaction in
Clarkby
County
was $74.50
in 1983. Id. at 6. See supra note 280.
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with cost-sharing is that in the instances where the custodial parent
earns a low income, it is likely that a proportionally small amount will
be awarded, causing the child to suffer a decline in his or her standard
of living. 294 However, because the resource-sharing approach takes the
child's needs and the full resources of the parents primarily into account, the child's standard of living after divorce or separation remains
substantially the same. 9 '
In order to clearly come within the resource-sharing approach,
Ohio should make basic changes in its criteria for setting support
awards and for apportioning the burden of support. First, the law
should require that the needs of the child be the primary consideration
of the court. Second, all resources of the parents, including realty, investments, and present and future earnings, must be considered but
with less emphasis placed on needs of the parents and on the financial
resources of the child. Finally, the law should mandate that the proportioning of the support obligation be based solely on the resources of the
parents rather than the cost of raising the child.
Besides inadequate support awards, the second major problem that
H. 614 fails to adequately address is the absence of support orders in
cases in which they are warranted. Presently, of all the women who
qualify for support awards, only fifty-nine percent actually receive
them.296 Several reasons may be advanced for this shortcoming but the
most likely ones are high legal costs involved in enforcing support
awards, 2 97 and the refusal of some groups of women, especially unwed
mothers, to request an order of support from the courts.2 9 8
The mandatory wage withholding procedures of H. 614 are likely
to have some effect on lowering legal costs by diminishing the need for
resort to the courts. 299 However, because many women who do not request a support order earn incomes below the poverty line,300 the mere
removal of legal steps is not enough relief to facilitate their entry to the
courts. Therefore, in order to help them, it may be necessary to establish a system that makes less use of courts or, in the alternative, a
system that pays initial legal costs.3 0 1

294. Cassetty, supra note 252, at 6.
295. Id. at 5.
296. Sorenson & MacDonald, supra note 261, at 41.
297. Katz, supra note 260, at 19, 21.
298. Cassetty, supra note 252, at 5.
299. See supra notes 264-65 and accompanying text.
300. Sorenson & MacDonald, supra note 261, at 45 (table 4-5). Of those who did not
receive support payments in 1978, 37.9% had incomes below the poverty line. Id.
301. The Ohio law provides for the commencing of an action by the bureau of support or
the county prosecutor on behalf of the obligee for a judgment against the person or property of the
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
obligor, or for a court order for withholding of the obligor's income. See OHIO REV. CODE ANN.
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Another group of women is not prohibited by legal costs, but refuses to enforce its rights because of a lack of information, guilt, embarrassment, or family pressure. 30 2 Most of the members of this group are
unwed mothers who live at home with their parents.3 03 Unfortunately,
many of these women forfeit their rights because they wait too long to
enforce them, thereby exceeding the statute of limitations or losing
communication with the noncustodial parent. Therefore, they need to
be informed and counseled concerning their rights and the consequences of delaying entry into the court system. Ohio should modify its
information collection procedures in order to locate the members of this
group, and should train more case workers to deal with this problem.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

Both the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984 (Child
Support Amendments) 3 4 and House Bill 614 (H. 614) ° ' address a
problem that has plagued the nation as a whole: noncompliance with
child support orders. Both laws will probably be effective in increasing
compliance with court orders and in eliminating many of the problems
encountered by noncustodial parents who have accumulated large debts
through nonpayment.
The Child Support Amendments, created for the purpose of
strengthening the child support enforcement procedures of the states,
require the states to adopt certain enforcement mechanisms. H. 614,
created originally for the sole purpose of improving Ohio's child support provisions and later revised specifically for the purpose of complying with the federal law,30 conforms to some, but not all, of the federal
requirements. Specifically, Ohio must enact new wage withholding requirements, procedures for the withholding of state tax refunds, and
measures by which consumer credit agencies may obtain, upon request,
information concerning arrearages of one thousand dollars or more.30 7
Ohio must correct these deficiencies or lose between one to two percent

§§ 2301.37-38 (Page Supp. 1984). Unfortunately, the bureau or prosecutor can initiate an action
only after it is determined that the court did not hold a hearing as required under section 3113.21
of the Ohio Revised Code and did not give a withholding order under the same section. Id. In
order to better facilitate the entrance of indigent obligees into the system, the law should be
amended to allow the bureau or prosecutor to pursue these actions upon a finding by the court of
the obligee's indigence.
302. Cassetty, supra note 252, at 8.
303. Id.
304. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-378, 98 Stat. 1305
(1984) (currently codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 651-667 (West Supp. 1985)).
305. Act of Jan. 8, 1985, 1984 Ohio Legis. Serv. 5-909 (Baldwin) (codified as amended in
scattered sections of chs. 21, 23, 31, and 41 OHIo REV. CODE ANN. (Page Supp. 1984)).
306. Hartley interview, supra note 174.
See supra note
243.
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of federal funding for its AFDC program.
Although the federal and Ohio laws make headway on the problem of noncompliance, both fail to address important issues involved in
child support enforcement. Specifically, the federal law appears to be
patently obligee-oriented in that it fails to take into account the ability
of obligors to pay. In addition, it ignores the ability of certain groups of
obligors to avoid compliance with the enforcement measures. Moreover,
the Child Support Amendments do not address the problems surrounding visitation and custody rights-issues that must be addressed in order for enforcement to be effective. Finally, the Child Support Amendments raise serious constitutional questions, particularly in the areas of
the power of the states under the tenth amendment, the obligor's right
to privacy, and the right to procedural due process.
In the same vein, Ohio neglects the problem of the inadequacy of
the amounts awarded for support by retaining criteria for setting
awards that have produced unequal and inequitable awards in the past.
Moreover, H. 614 does little to effect the wide ratio that exists between
the actual number of support orders given, and the number of orders
that could have been made. Until Congress and the Ohio General Assembly adequately address these issues, the difficulties encountered by
custodial and noncustodial parents alike and, of course, the child, will
remain only partially redressed.
Vicki Pohlman
Geoffrey P. Walker
H.R. 4325
United States Code Sections Affected: To amend sections 651, 652,
653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 664, and 667; to enact section 666.
Effective Date: With variations, all sections effective on or before October 1, 1987.
Sponsors: Kennelly (H)
Bradley (S)
Committees: Ways and Means (H)
Finance (S)
H.

614

Ohio Revised Code Sections Affected: To amend sections 2151.23,
2301.34, 2301.37, 2301.371, 2301.38, 2301.40, 2301.41, 3105.05,
3111.13, 3113.04, 3113.21, 3115.22, and 4123.67; to amend section
2301.371 for the purpose of adopting a new section number 2301.372;
https://ecommons.udayton.edu/udlr/vol11/iss1/8
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and to enact new section 2301.371.
Effective Date: April 15, 1985.
Sponsor: Hartley (H)
Committees: State Government (H)
Judiciary (S)
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